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Who is @MontclairProbs?

Discovering the Woman Behind the Account
Whether its trouble finding a parking spot or construction irritations, students
at Montclair State always
seem to be at war with the
university. In turn, @MontclairProbs, an account on
Twitter, has become the hub
for collecting these issues and
displaying them for the campus community to see.
In the past, the Twitter
account has played a vital
role in bringing various issues across campus to light.
Earlier this semester, @MontclairProbs helped The Montclarion break the story of a
female student who had been
sexually assaulted when the
account retweeted a tweet
from the student revealing
information regarding her
case in the form of a text image attached to her tweet. The

Melisa Vallovera | The Montclarion

Christina Mahmoud
Contributing Writer

The owner of the popular Twitter handle chooses to remain anonymous.

student also encouraged other victims of sexual violence
to be strong and report their
own cases as well.
However, despite a massive following and consider-

able influence in the social
media discourse on campus,
the individual behind the
Montclair Probs Twitter has
remained anonymous until
now.

On a chilly fall night, the
individual behind the handle
agreed to meet at a Starbucks
in Montclair. There, she lent a
behind-the-scenes view as she
revealed the back-story of the

infamous @MontclairProbs
on Twitter. The only condition: guaranteed anonymity.
This is what was learned:
@Montclairprobs is a Twitter account run by a current
female graduate student at
Montclair State. In the past,
she attended the university for the first two years of
her college career and then
transferred to complete her
undergrad at another university. Today, she is back at
Montclair State studying in a
considerably small program
in a field related to health sciences.
The woman behind the
account said she chooses to
remain anonymous because,
“I feel that Montclair [State]
unfairly punishes students
sometimes and, even though
this account is within my
rights as a student, I don’t
feel safe releasing my idenTwitter continued on Page 6
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Registration Week Proves
Hectic For All at Montclair

Public Health Association promotes “Take Back the Tap.”

Health Initiative Gains
Greek Org Coalition
Deanna Rosa
News Editor

“Take Back the Tap,” a
Montclair State University
Public Health Association
initiative which aims to eliminate bottled water, secured
a coalition with the Greek
Community on Tuesday in
which all but one Greek organization agreed to eliminate the use of bottled water
at their meetings and events.
This “huge victory,” as
the association’s President,
Alessandro Ciari, calls it,
brought the initiative to a
grand total of 50 signed coalitions with organizations
of the Student Government
Association. “[It is] a significant step forward in the
pursuit of improving facili-

ties and restricting bottled
water,” Ciari said.
Since the beginning of the
initiative in September 2014,
the Public Health Association (PHA) has succeeded in
installing improved water
fountains, which employ an
automatic fill feature for reusable bottles, in the Student
Center, the Rec Center, Blanton Hall and most recently,
Life Hall. Ciari said that PHA
has also had success with
residence halls, starting with
Machuga Heights. The next
buildings on the association’s
agenda include University
Hall, Richardson Hall and
Partridge Hall, which according to Ciari, currently
contains the most inefficient
water fountains on campus.
Water continued on Page 2

Registration for Spring 2016 courses stretches through the week of Nov. 9.

It is that time of year again
where students have to fight
one another so they can register for classes in the Spring
2016 semester. With schedules being prepared, permits
being granted and Montclair
State internet connections being put to the ultimate test,
both students and staff members at Montclair State make
no secret as to how arduous
they feel the registration process truly is.
Janet Wilson, Administrative Assistant for the School
of Communication and Media, said that on certain registration days she could receive over 200 emails in the

matter of moments. The students email her, nervous and
upset about how their schedules turned out and some
even try to get their parents
to call her to complain. “It’s a
zoo. Four days of Bedlam essentially,” said Wilson. “The
best part about registration
week is when it ends on Friday. Friday is a welcome day
for me.”
Leslie Sutton Smith, the
University Registrar, said
students get nervous that
they will get closed out of
classes. She feels there is a lot
of anxiety around that issue.
In spite of the anxiety, she
still has high hopes for what
registration week will bring
for students. “My hope is that
everyone gets a schedule he

or she is happy about,” said
Smith. “I hope the process
is seamless and that it is not
stressful for them.”
Kayla Corales, a freshman Accounting major, is
registering for the first time
and feels nervous about not
getting the classes she wants
and does not have backup
classes. However, she has
several friends on campus
who might be able to help
her. “I know a few people at
this school who have already
done this, but I haven’t even
discussed it with them,” Corales said. “Maybe I should
talk to them about it.”
Some students complained
that getting the classes they
want is impossible because

Nicholas DaSilva
Staff Writer

Registration continued on Page 6
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The Public Health Association has installed self-fill water fountains all over campus this past year.

As a part of the initiative
to eliminate bottled water, the
PHA conducted assessments
of the physical environment
around water fountains compared to vending machines. In
their inspection of the pressure
and temperature of the water
as well as the overall cleanliness of the outdated fountains,
Ciari concluded that, “if you
have all these terrible water
fountains, people gravitate to-

In an effort to educate the
community as well as gather data, the PHA hosted a
“Bottled vs. Tap Water Taste
Test” at the beginning of the
semester. This blind comparison challenged the university community’s assurance
in bottled water as the better
option when compared to tap
water. “People’s perception of
tap water [was] totally contradicted right in front of them,”

their personal lives.
“Our goal is not only to reduce plastic water bottles, but
to ban plastic water bottles,”
Ciari said. About 100 other
campuses around the country as well as the entire city
of San Francisco have already
banned plastic water bottles,
according to Ciari.
Ciari described the specific
importance of this initiative
in Essex County, since his re-

“[Montclair State] is the center— the hub —
of Essex County. Not only is [the initiative]
going to affect [the university], but all of
Essex County and maybe all of New Jersey.”
- Alessandro Ciari,
President of the Public Health Association
ward vending machines” and
therefore consume more sugary beverages.
Ciari described the initiative as a two-fold process:
first, engaging and informing students about the environmental, social, economic,
health and nutritional benefits
of tap water when compared
to bottled water; and, second,
appealing to facility managers
and administration.

Ciari said. The result of the
survey showed a three-fold increase in individuals who preferred tap water over bottled
water after the blind taste test
as compared to beforehand.
Along with the coalitions
signed with SGA organizations, hundreds of individual
students have taken the Public Health Association’s “Blue
Pledge,” agreeing to eliminate
the use of bottled water in

search as a Public Health major concluded that the area has
a relatively high percentage of
individuals with high blood
pressure, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. “[Montclair State] is the center — the
hub — of Essex County,”
Ciari said. “Not only is [the
initiative] going to affect [the
university], but all of Essex
County and maybe all of New
Jersey.”

Pelican Police Report
Tuesday, Nov. 3
Lot 19: Non-student Nelson Gonzalez, 20, of Passaic, N.J., was arrested and
charged with possession
of marijuana after a motor
vehicle stop. Gonzalez is
scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Thursday, Nov. 5
Red Hawk Diner: A staff
member of the diner reported a simple assault incident
between two co-workers.
At this time, the victim in
this incident declined to
pursue charges.

Wednesday, Nov. 4
Dickson Hall: A student
reported an incident of
criminal mischief that also
included a bias incident.
This case is under investigation.

Thursday, Nov. 5
Hawk Crossings: Student
Munajj Khan, 19, of Edgewater Park, N.J., was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana.
Khan is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Thursday, Nov. 5
Bohn Hall: A student reported an incident of harassment
from
another
student. At this point, the
reporting student declined
to pursue charges.

Friday, Nov. 6
Einstein Hall: Students
Matthew Naimaister, 18, of
New Milford, N.J., Robert
Banaag, 18, of Jersey City,
N.J., Catherine Karol, 18, of
Ramsville, P.A. and Shawn
Martin, 18, of Sparta, N.J.,
were charged with underage possession of alcohol.
All parties are scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.
Friday, Nov. 6
Einstein
Hall:
Student
Quayshaun Jiles-Robinson,
18, of Trenton, N.J., was
arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana
and possession of marijuana with intent to distribute.
Jiles-Robinson is scheduled
to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is
urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.

themontclarion.org
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Montclair State Stands Together
Against Sexual Violence
Jayna Gugliucci
Managing Editor

WHO TO
CONTACT ON
CAMPUS
University Police
ext. 5222

Jayna Gugliucci | The Montclarion

In the past year, there have
been five reported acts of sexual assault at Montclair State
University. However, this statistic fails to take into account
the number of other instances
that could have also occurred
and simply gone unreported.
For this reason, the university provides a comprehensive
list of resources across campus
and within the surrounding
community for victims of sexual violence. These outlets are
designed to not only encourage victims to come forward,
but take the steps necessary to
ensure both their physical and
mental health.
Though most incidents
remain unreported, those
who do come forward often
seek help by approaching a
community leader they trust.
While this individual can take
the form of a professor, faculty or staff member, the Sexual Assault Response Team
(SART) at Montclair State often acts as a bridge between
those sources following an act
of sexual violence.
“Our SART system has been
in existence since 2002, way
before the country acknowledged there was a problem
of sexual assault on college
campuses,” said Dr. Donna
Barry, Director of the University Health Center (UHC).

SART has been providing 24/7 access to resrouces to sexual assault victims since 2002.

“Through SART, [a victim]
can get help from multiple
departments across campus
because [UHC has] done training with those individuals to
know what to do and how to
[help],” said Barry. “Once they
do that, [the victim has] choices
to make. [A victim] can choose
any or all of the services available to [him/her].”
More often than not, the
primary choice a victim makes
is to speak with the University

layed to them is essential to
them becoming a survivor of
sexual assault.”
Dependent on the specifics
of the incident and the wishes
of the victim, there are various
turns a path to recovery can
take. In one of the most commonly recommended steps,
representatives at the UHC
work toward the treatment of
students who have been sexually assaulted. Forensic nurses
offer a medical exam to ensure

“Direct service can be interpreted differently,
but I do believe that explaining options in a
clear manner and allowing the victim to make
choices is paramount. Ensuring that the proper
care is relayed to them is essential to them
becoming a survivor of sexual assault.”
- Lieutenant Kieran Barrett, University Police Department
“We were attuned to it from
the beginning and decided to
address it upfront in a very
transparent manner.”
Modeled after the state
system, the team gives students 24/7 access to resources
such as the University Police
Department and UHC, who
are always on-call, as well
as specifically authorized to
handle cases regarding sexual
violence.

Police Department. “If any
person comes to report a sexual assault, we promptly begin
with care of the victim first,”
said Lieutenant Kieran Barrett
of the University Police Department. “Direct service can
be interpreted differently, but
I do believe that explaining
options in a clear manner and
allowing the victim to make
choices is paramount. Ensuring that the proper care is re-

overall wellness of the victim
as well as provide evidence for
investigative purposes.
While their roles may be
slightly different, both UHC
as well as Counseling and
Psychological Services offer
either an advocate or counselor, respectively, for a victim’s needs. Though this individual may be located within
the campus community or
outsourced to a nearby facil-

University faculty and staff work to protect and assist victims of sexual assault.

ity, the conversations the two
representatives have with the
victim do remain confidential
and help to encourage his/her
general well-being.
However, though an individual may reject these
services, the assaulted student as well as the accused
individual(s) will be directed
to Dr. Shannon Gary, Associate Dean of Students. “There is
a number of ways a student is
able to report that they’ve been
a victim of sexual assault,”
said Gary. “My role is to get
more information regarding
the case, collect names of potential witnesses and interview all individuals involved.
Once a student has exercised
their right to have a Title IX
investigation, it’s important to
follow their lead from there.”
In the event that the victim
wishes to file student conduct
charges, a university panel can
oversee the case, a no-contact
order can be established and
living as well as social accommodations can be made to
facilitate one’s recovery from
such an act. However, though
these options are open and
available to students at any
time, there are still cases that
remain unreported.
“Sexual assault is a violent
and traumatic crime,” said
Barrett. “We must understand
that not everyone is comfortable talking to police or University officials. Our goal is
only to ensure that [affected
students] are safe, cared for
and on the road to wellness.”

University Health
Center
ext. 4361
Counseling and
Psychological Services
ext. 5211
LGBTQ Center
ext. 7563
Residence Life
ext. 5188

COMMUNITY
RESOURCES
Essex County Rape
Care Center
973-746-0800
Passaic County Rape
Crisis Services
973-881-1450
Rape Crisis Hotline
887-733-2733

Information courtesy
of Montclair State University SART team.

Jayna Gugliucci | The Montclarion
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Washington D.C. Analysts Discuss North
Korea Nuclear Talks and Iran Nuclear Deal

Miles Pomper talks about the differences between the North Korea nuclear talks and the recent Iran Nuclear Deal.

sional Research Service, and
Miles Pomper, a senior fellow
from the James Martin Center
for Nonproliferation Studies
at the Middlebury Institute of
International Studies, focused
their talks on the Iran nuclear
deal as well as some of the
similarities and differences
between Iran and North Korea concerning their nuclear
weapons capabilities.
These two panelists said
that, so far, it seems that Iran
has complied to its part of the

SLAM presents Winter Ball 2015, “A NIght on Broadway.”

Winter Ball Tickets Now
Available for Purchase

Danielle DeSisto
Kristen Bryfogle
The Montclarion

Student Life at Montclair
(SLAM) has got you covered
for one final festivity before
the end of the semester comes
and finals week begins. Tickets for the annual Winter Ball
go on sale this Thursday, Nov.
12 at 8 a.m. and for the first
time, ticket sales will be online.
In the past, students have
had to line up at the Student
Center for hours in order to
obtain a ticket to Winter Ball
when they go on sale. This
usually meant that students
would begin queuing up at 3
a.m. and miss out on a night of
sleep. These students would
save spots for friends and
endure others cutting in line,
just for a chance to attend the
dance.
To avoid those problems,
SLAM made the decision to
sell tickets online only. Students can purchase tickets
through HawkSync on the
Student Government Association’s
corresponding
HawkSync page.
Ashley Favato, the Co-Director of SLAM and a Family Child Studies major said,

“Online just makes it fair for
everyone. The whole waking up early wasn’t ideal for
commuter[s].”
This year, the theme for
Winter Ball will be ‘A Night
on Broadway,’ ensuring that
the night of Dec. 3, when Winter Ball takes place, will aim
to dazzle and entertain. While
theater enthusiasts look forward to the event this year,
others who care less for Broadway shows remain skeptical.
Freshman Film major Jeffrey McLellan expressed his
doubts about the theme: “It
has potential to be really fun,
but unless I see people dressed
as Frankie Valli, I’m probably going to be disappointed.
We’ll see what happens,” said
McLellan.
Theresa Reynolds, a junior
Communications major, is
happy about the theme and
predicts that students will use
it as an inspiration for that
evening’s fashion. “I think it’s
cool that the dance is Broadway themed, especially since
we are so close to New York
City. I bet people will come
up with some really creative
outfits. There’s a lot to choose
from.”
The Winter Ball has been
a Montclair State tradition for

years, giving students the opportunity to unwind from the
fall semester before buckling
down for finals.
Similarly, the location of the
Winter Ball is always secret
and this year, students are yet
again questioning where the
dance will be held.
“I hear that the Winter
Ball is always in a really cool
place,” said Joe Ponzio, an
undeclared freshman. “Montclair has a lot of options, so
who knows where it will be?”
“The secret location is half
the reason I want to go,” said
Andrew DeSisto, a Computer
Science major. “It just adds a
lot of suspense to the whole
thing.”
The location is kept secret to
ensure students use the transportation provided, keeping
students safe on the big night.
The price for Montclair
State students is $40, while
the guest price is $60. Students must purchase their
tickets with Red Hawk Dollars and must have a sufficient
amount of Red Hawk Dollars
in their accounts for 48 hours
after tickets are purchased.
If needed, students can add
Red Hawk Dollars to their accounts online on the school’s
website.

deal by providing the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) with answers to the
questions that were posed
about their nuclear program.
The U.S. is now ready to lift
some of the lighter sanctions
imposed on Iranian trade.
Pomper said that the U.S.
doesn’t “have lots of leverage
over North Korea because we
aren’t as integrated with their
economy.” Also, the North
Korean population has close
to no knowledge of the Western world and, partly because
of propaganda, doesn’t want
to have any part in it. On the
other hand, the only obstacle
preventing the U.S. from doing business in Iran are sanctions and the vast majority of
Iranians know, either directly
or indirectly, a lot about the
Western world and want to be
a part of it.
Also, North Korea is known
to have six nuclear weapons
ready for use, while Iran is
known to have the capability
to enrich uranium to a high
level, but has not developed
any nuclear weapons.
The two panelists came
to the conclusion that full denuclearization is unlikely at
this point. However, analysts
and diplomats are working
towards a deal that is similar
to the Leap Day Agreement,
in which North Korea agreed
to cease producing nuclear
weapons temporarily in exchange for food aid from the
U.S. and other nations.

graduate minor, said that she
encountered the Korea Economic Institute of America at a
conference on Asian studies in
Chicago. She found out about
the terrific opportunities that
the Institute offers, one of
which was the ability to bring
programming about Korea
for free to college campuses.
“I thought they should come
here, where we have almost
no course work on Korea,”
Wishnick said.
Wishnick further explained
that it was a great opportunity for students to hear what
real policy experts have to say
about late breaking issues like
the Iran nuclear agreement
and to “learn about issues they
don’t know about, perhaps the
North Korean situation.”
Upon asking what she hopes
students take away from the
panel, Wishnick said, “I hope
they’ll think about the Korean
peninsula in new ways [and]
think about the threats and
maybe the opportunities for
change there.”
Rowan Lambie, a junior Political Science major, said that
the talk was interesting. She
learned about different perspectives on North Korea that
Montclair State students usually never see. “All three presenters knew their topic and
presented it from the perspective of someone from Washington, and they made it easy
to understand [for] a student,”
said Lambie.
When asked what she took

Awije Bahrami | The Montclarion

course that the U.S. and the
international community has
taken toward North Korea,
isolationism, is not working.
Town suggested short-term
objectives and long-term goals
for denuclearization as potential strategies. However, she
believes that right now Washington “doesn’t have the political appetite to pursue a kind
of engagement strategy.”
The other two panelists,
Paul Kerr, an analyst in nonproliferation at the Congres-

Alex Gamboa | The Montclarion

The Department of Political Science and Law, the Asian
Studies Undergraduate Minor and the Global Education
Center sponsored a Forum
on International Relations on
Monday, Nov. 9.
The event, organized by
the Korea Economic Institute
of Academic Outreach, was
titled, “The Last Rogue State?
Handling North Korea after
the Iran Nuclear Deal.” The
panel had three analysts from
the District of Columbia come
in and talk to students about
the different sides and perspectives on the North Korean
nuclear talk and how it is similar and different from the most
recent Iran nuclear deal.
Panelist Jenny Town, assistant director at the US-Korea Institute at Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies, presented on
the North Korea talks and explained that it has been difficult for the U.S. to find a
nuclear agreement with the
isolated country. “North Korea is a high priority for the
U.S. in terms of non-proliferation without any easy answers
and without a strategy on how
to solve it,” said Town.
She went on about the history of North Korea and stated
that the regime is relatively
stable but has experienced
purges as well. Her bottom
line was that the previous

Awije Bahrami | The Montclarion

Awije Bahrami
Entertainment Editor

Analyst Paul Kerr talks to a student after the event.

The panel was followed by
a session where students and
professors were able to ask
questions that ranged from
different approaches in dealing with North Korea, like rewards instead of isolation, to
future U.S. relations with the
two countries.
Elizabeth Wishnick, an associate professor of Political
Science and Law at Montclair
State and the coordinator
of the Asian Studies under-

away from the talk, Lambie
said, ”North Korea doesn’t
have incentives to work with
the U.S. Currently, nuclear
power is of greater draw and
they already have economic
partners with China, so they
don’t need outside trade.”
Lambie continued, “It showed
isolation from a different perspective. Isolation to its extreme can be a powerful position.”

themontclarion.org
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COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

November 2015
Department of Theatre and Dance

Pride and
Prejudice
November 12 & 13 @ 7:30 pm,
November 14 @ 2 pm & 8 pm, November 15 @ 2 pm
Alexander Kasser Theater

Up next:
Works-A-Foot 2015
No charge for undergraduates with valid
MSU ID for any of these performances!
Courtesy of your Performing Arts Fee

973-655-5112 | peakperfs.org
Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck
Photo: Montclair State University/Mike Peters

November 19 & 20 @ 7:30 pm
November 21 @ 2 pm & 8 pm
November 22 @ 2 pm

Memorial Auditorium

themontclarion.org
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Twitter: Student Complaints Heard
Through Anonymously-Run Account

tity while I’m still a student.
I’d hate to jeopardize my academic career.”
According to the handle
holder, the Twitter account
was started in November 2011
after she realized that other
schools had social media accounts where students could
freely voice their opinions
about things happening on
campus. With a fellow male
student, who graduated from
Montclair State in 2014, as
her partner, she thought they
could start one for Montclair
State. In the beginning, she
posted a few tweets herself
as a way to vent and followers caught on from the use of
hashtags within weeks.
When the Twitter account
was first started, followers
came mostly through word
of mouth. The handle holder
would follow random students in hopes that they’d follow back and participate in
voicing their opinions. “We’ve
been gaining upwards of 1,000
followers per year for the past
two years and hope to reach
6,000 by the beginning of next
semester,” she said.
Today, the Twitter account
has just over 5,500 followers.
While students tweet at the
handle, tweets can often become repetitive and so she has
to be careful how many she
actually retweets about each
topic. According to the handle
holder, tweets about parking
on campus are probably the
most common and not many
get retweeted for fear of cluttering her followers’ timelines
with the same complaints.
However, other tweets that
don’t get retweeted are tweets
with professors’ names, spam,
advertisements for various accounts or anything with personal information.
The number of tweets
@MontclairProbs receives per
day truly depends on as well
as reflects what’s happening
on campus. Issues with online

interfaces such as Canvas or
WESS, lack of parking at the
beginning of the semester and
inclement weather are a few
of the popular problems mentioned on the account.
“On a slow day, like in the
summer or on a break, we
may get zero to ten tweets,”
the owner of the popular account said. “The majority of its
publicity comes from retweets
and favorites. I sometimes get
hundreds on a good day.”

“It’s great to see
that our voices
are being heard
via Montclair
Problems. I love
to see that my
account can
make such a
difference.”
- Owner of
@MontclairProbs
Twitter Handle
In the digital age, social media has a huge impact on students’ lives. The main purpose
of the Twitter account, according to the handle holder, is to
voice the opinions students
have on campus and inform as
well as connect other students
through these issues.
“It’s great to see that our
voices are being heard via
Montclair Problems,” said
the handle-owner. “The university itself, Dining Services
and Parking Services have all
responded to various tweets
in the past to try to correct any
issues brought up by students.
I love to see that my account

can make such a difference.”
Students Lauren Rossi and
Brianne Pullen, both Family and Child Studies majors,
are very active on Twitter. “I
noticed the Twitter [account]
this year by [seeing] someone
tweet out to it,” said Rossi. “I
decided to follow it and now
I feel like I know a lot happening on campus.”
Similarly, Pullen noticed
the Twitter account last winter when people were tweeting about how they thought it
was unfair that classes weren’t
cancelled on a snowy day.
“It’s funny because you really
get to know how [similarly]
a lot of us students are thinking,” said Pullen.
Suzanne Bronski, Director
of Public Relations at Montclair State, agreed that social
media is a very valuable part
of everyone’s lives today and
very big in students’ lives.
“Oftentimes, students will say
or ask something on social media because they don’t know
where to take their concerns
or questions,” said Bronski.
“Being a part of the media
stream often allows us to help
not only the student but others
who have the same interest or
question.”
She said the Twitter handle
is seen by the university as just
another way to help students,
but would love to see more
students reaching out for help
directly from the department
they may be tweeting about.
Though her time at the university is limited, the woman
behind @MontclairProbs does
not want the page to become
inactive. “I may stop after I
graduate or I may keep running it until I absolutely don’t
have the time for it anymore.”
When she finds herself unable
to continue with @MontclairProbs, she plans to pass the
handle down to another student so that it can continue as
a a go-to place for students at
Montclair State.

Registration: Students Stress for
the Perfect Spring Schedule

Nicholas DaSilva| The Montclarion

Continued from page 1

Kiarah Leite| The Montclarion

Continued from page 1

Three Gersh agents spoke to students about the entertainment industry.

Gersh Agency
Representatives
Talk Talent
Jessicca Bacher
Jessica Ortega
The Montclarion
Three agents from the Gersh
Agency, representing talents
such as Megan Hilty, Kelli
O’Hara and former Autism
New Jersey headliner and
Tony Award winner Laura
Benanti, visited Montclair
State recently for an informational session called “Who
wants (or wants to be) an
agent?”
The session was held on
Oct. 28 in University Hall and
included the Gersh Agency’s
booking and public appearance agent Rachel Zeidman,
literary agent Allison Cohen
and theater agent Leah Hamos.
The Public Relations Student Society of America and

what their place in the entertainment or arts industry in
general might be. They all had
really great ideas to move forward post-college.”
Zeidman, who visited
Montclair State last year to
speak at a similar information
session, said she was glad to
have her colleagues with her
this time. She also noted that
the group of students this year
was larger and had more diverse interests. “They’re just
so positive and optimistic and
have a really great outlook,”
she said regarding the students in attendance and why
she enjoys visiting the university. “They’re excited to be
starting their lives. It’s nice to
hopefully impart wisdom that
they can take with them in a
positive way.”
Overall, the students in

“[The students] had really
diverse needs, so it was fun to
see them tackling what their
place in the entertainment or arts
industry in general might be.”
- Allison Cohen, Literary Agent at Gersh
Lambda Pi Eta partnered as
hosts for the informational
session, which provided an
inside look at what each agent
does, how they obtained their
positions and how to get an
agent or become one, followed
by an open forum for students
to ask their own questions regarding the field.

attendance felt as though the
presentation gave them a
deeper look into the industry
they one day hope to join. “It
really prepared me for the real
world,” said student Brianna
Quigley.
Frank Favata, a senior who
would like to be a sports agent
someday, was glad to learn

the course sections fill up too
quickly.
Luisa Villa, an undeclared
sophomore, is registering for
General Education classes for
the Spring 2016 semester. She
is stressed over registration
because these classes are the
ones that everyone at Montclair State needs to take. She
has previously had to settle
with some classes that went
from 5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
which, as a commuter, meant
driving back home late in the
evening. However, Villa feels
that there is a way to make
registration easier for students
utilizing a method from her
previous college.
“When I was at Bergen
Community College, we had a

wait list for class registration,”
she said. “Essentially, if someone backed out of a class that
they previously registered for,
the first student that was put
on the wait list for that class
would get slotted in.”
Other students blame the
timing of registration on
whether or not they get the
classes they want. Joey Valdez, a Communication and
Media Arts major, is desperate
to avoid the disappointment
he faced at the beginning of
his sophomore year when he
lost out on partaking in a class
he was interested in due to the
scheduling of his registration.
“[Registration Week has] always been the Hunger Games
of scheduling,” Valdez said.

“You ultimately get in based
on timing and luck.”
However, some students
do not really care about the issues that may come with registering and are just excited to
move forward in their journey
through college.
Danielle Phillips, a Sociology major, is eager to register
for the last time as she is registering on the first day and only
needs to take two classes next
semester. “Registering will be
a thrill for me this year,” Phillips said. “Being able to see
the finish line is exciting.”
For more information regarding registration, students
are encouraged to speak to
their academic advisor.

Students gather and listen to agents from Gersh.

The Gersh agents were
pleased with the turnout of
the event. “It was great. I was
really impressed by the questions and the general interest
level of everybody,” said Cohen. Her colleague, Hamos,
added, “[The students] had
really diverse interests, so it
was fun to see them tackling

Kiarah Leite| The Montclarion

A student looks through course sections on WESS to prepare his schedule for registration.

about agencies and the people
who work at them.
Morgan Dickens, a freshman student, enjoyed the
agents’ friendliness and also
commented that the event
helped her envision even
more career options that she
can pursue.
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What Veterans Day Means to
These Montclair State Vets

Students in professor Thomas Franklin’s Multimedia News Production and Media Tech Toolkit classes produced a series of video profiles on U.S. Military Veterans within
the Montclair State University community in recognition of Veterans Day. The project was made with special cooperation from the Montclair State University Student Veterans Association, which operates as a “home base” for veteran/military students and works to assist members with the transition to college life. To see the full videos of these
students and staff members reflecting on their service and what Veterans Day means to them, visit our website.

“I just wanted to find my way within myself.”
Franklin Montano, a senior at Montclair State University
and current president of Montclair State’s Student Veteran Association, is a U.S. Army Veteran. After serving in
Afghanistan, Montano says he has struggled to become
readjusted to civilian life. But with courage, time and the
help of Montclair State’s student body and faculty, he has
reintegrated successfully. His philosophy is to put his best
foot forward and give his best.

“Veterans Day is an emotional day,
but it is something to be proud of and
something I will pass on to my children, as my grandfather did to me.”
Richard Doyen, currently a 31-yearold Montclair State University student,
served two tours in Iraq and served in
the Marines from 2005 to 2015. Doyen,
who has been a long-time student of
Montclair State, has come back after
his time in the war and has plans to get
married in the spring.

“Veteran’s Day means brotherhood.”
Staff Sgt. Alexander Gould served two terms in the U.S.
Army for a total of eight years. He served in Kuwait and
Afghanistan. Currently enrolled at Montclair State University, Gould is studying for his Master’s in psychology. He
hopes to work with the government or find employment
for former military personnel.

“Being a Marine is the total encompassment of pride, loyalty, honor, courage and commitment.“
Veteran Joe Longo’s seven-year tenure with the Marines was met with many hardships, like in 2011, when he found out a fellow army man and close friend of his died while
he was touring in Afghanistan. Even as a 28-year-old sophomore at Montclair State University, Longo admits that he still has difficulties adjusting to everyday life on a college
campus or even just a life without his brothers-in-arms standing by his side.

“I see the number of homeless veterans. I see the number
of veteran suicides a day. I worry one day that I’m gonna
get text message or phone call like, ‘Hey, this guy didn’t
make it.’”
Joe Subia, a Montclair State senior, says his service in the
United States Navy changed him as a person. After enlisting roughly 10 years ago, he says that he is deeply affected
by the amount of veteran suicides that take place each day.
His goal is to help at least one person every day and he
hopes that future vets learn that nothing is going to come
easy, but it will be worth it.

“I take great pride in the fact that I
served my country by doing what I
could to bring the Vietnam War to an
end while I was in uniform.”
Montclair State professor Harry Haines
reflects on his unique military experience during the Vietnam War and what
Veteran’s Day means to him. After
being drafted, Haines took part in the
anti-war movement that helped end the
Vietnam War.

“After that event occurred in 2010 I realized this is
what I really wanted to do.”
U.S. Army National Guardsman Nick Hussey says he
joined the military following the death of a half-brother,
whom he never met, in Afghanistan.
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DPhiE Hosted Successful 21st Annual Male Pageant

Host Gesualdi (left) and Tillie (center) with Deepher Dude Contestants.
Allison Faccenda
Staff Writer
If you follow @DPhieMSU on
Instagram, your social media
feed may have been filled with
15 handsome male student photos leading up to the night of
Nov. 3. No, your eyes weren’t
playing tricks on you. These
15 men were all contenders for
Delta Phi Epsilon’s (DPhiE)
annual philanthropic pageant
Deepher Dude, benefiting the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
The sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon held their annual fundraiser, the Deepher Dude
Male Pageant, and successfully
raised well over $1,000 for their
national philanthropy.
Following the trend of picking a theme in years past, Delta
Phi Epsilon chose the theme for
this year’s competition, as “The
Great Deepher Dude,”a 1920s
play on The Great Gatsby.
The event was coordinated

by DPhiE’s Vice President of
Programming (VPP), Alexa
Tillie, a junior who joined the
sorority in the Spring of 2014.
Tillie had help from fellow committee members as well as from
President Amanda San Lucas,
who held the position of VPP
for two terms within the organization before taking on the
role of president. “I hope the
event went well and that people enjoyed it. It was a majority
of my focus this semester and I
had started planning it in May.
I was excited when it finally all
came together,” said Tillie.
The event began with a
speech from a woman living
with cystic fibrosis. Tillie believed this was the first time
the sorority had a speaker with
the disease speak to the audience at their annual pageant.
An added touch this year was
a heart-wrenching video featuring a young boy living with the

disease alongside the song “I
Lived” by One Republic.
“When I was talking to the
philanthropy chair, we thought
something had lacked in years
past of the event. We wanted
a speaker, someone who could
touch the audience in a different way than we could,” said
Tillie.
Out of the 15 contestants that
participated, all but one was in
a Greek organization on campus. Scott Whitford, the winner
of this year’s Deepher Dude,
proved that one does not need
to be in a fraternity in order to
participate or win an event run
by a Greek organization.
Whitford had the audience
catch their second wind about
midway through the pageant
during the talent portion, where
he danced with two other
friends to several popular dance
songs like “Nasty Freestyle”
and “DJ Lil Man Anthem.”

“[Whitford] was like a breath
of fresh air during the event. At
that point in the night, it started
to slow down and the audience
seemed to need a break [from
sitting in their seats] and he got
them involved by dancing to
music that was very energetic,”
said Tillie.
Tillie asked former Greek
Council President and past
DPhiE President Lauren Gesualdi, who recently graduated,
to host the event. Gesualdi
added a light and fresh sense of
humor to the event. “I wanted
to make sure the host had all
of the qualities I wanted [and]
wouldn’t be boring. She was the
first person that came to mind
and I knew she would be great
at it because she had leadership
roles throughout her entire college career,”said Tillie.
For future pageants, Tillie
hopes that the tradition continues. “I hope we continue to

grow and raise even more money each year than we did the
previous year. Most importantly, I hope people keep wanting
to come out and participate and
support the event,” said Tillie.
One of the most important
parts of the event is actually
what the audience takes away
educationally from the organization’s philanthropic work
and the cause they fundraise
for. “[Planning the event is] almost like teaching. When you
teach things to people, you understand it a little better. [Planning it] touched me in a different way and I realized how
great our philanthropy is. It’s
not just frat brothers competing
against each other or raffling
off baskets, it has a bigger purpose,” said Tillie.

Inraini F. Syah
Contributing Writer
This month, the weather in
the eastern half of the United
States will be warmer than your
average November temperatures, based on information
from weather.com. This is good
news for those who are not yet
ready for colder weather. This
November, the temperature
will typically range from 71 degrees to 50 degrees Fahrenheit
and the temperatures will be
colder towards the end of the
month, decreasing even more
in December and January.
In preparing for this winter,
it is interesting to know and
understand how students react
to the change of weather and
how it can affect their mood —
whether they feel interrupted
or excited — and also to find
out some information about
some psychological conditions
that may occur during the winter months.
Looking for a Montclair State
student opinion, I met with
Brandon and Khalid, both freshmen at the university. Brandon,
who comes from Ohio, feels
that the weather here is worse
than in his home state. Khalid, a
New Jersey resident, feels more
relaxed in facing the winter.

However, both of them agree
that cold weather can have a
positive side, as you now have a
reason to stay warm inside your
residence hall, so it means more
time for studying.
Based on Kristen Rodman’s
article for AccuWeather, there
are three conditions related
to the effects of cold weather
which everyone should be
aware of: hibernation, winter
blues and Seasonal Affective
Disorder (SAD).
Hibernation reminds me of
Sandy Cheeks on SpongeBob
SquarePants. In one episode,
Sandy starts her hibernation.
She is eating a lot, gaining
weight and sleeping as long as
the winter weather lasts. Many
creatures hibernate during the
winter. Unfortunately, humans
also tend to follow Sandy’s example. They eat and sleep a
lot to be prepared to spend the
whole day in cold weather.
In winter, the darker, longer
nighttime and lack of sunlight
can bring bad feelings and also
less enthusiasm. People call it
the “winter blues.” A part of
Passenger’s song “Let Her Go”
portrays this feeling so well.
“But you only need the light
when it’s burning low. / Only
miss the sun when it starts to
snow.” As an international stu-

dent, I never missed the sun before I came to the United States.
Now, I am very happy to feel
the sunlight.
Furthermore, Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) can become
an issue for students in the winter. The symptoms include feeling tired, sad, sleeping more
than usual, gaining 5 percent
of your regular weight or more,
finding it hard to concentrate
and other psychological signs
that can be associated with depression.
Based on my interview with
Lisa Westreich, L.C.S.W., a
Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) staff member,
cold weather definitely influences human psychology and
behavior. However, it will
make a different impact on each
person, as everyone has his or
her own way of coping with the
weather. Some people like to go
exercise and others feel comfortable just staying at home.
These variances are normal and
you can do what you feel comfort with.
However, Westreich suggests some tips to face this
cold weather. First, though it
feels comfortable just lying in
bed, you need to wake up and
do something to start the day.
Even a tiny action that you do

Carly Phelps| The Montclarion

Winter Blues and Seasonal Affective Disorder

Changesinsurroundingfoliagecanaffectyourmood.
can make you feel ready to face
vice and help. It is completely
a cold day.
free and confidential for MontSecond, try using a sunlight
clair State students.
box or lamp which can help you
What Westreich stated about
deal with the lack of natural
finding a way to cheer your
sunlight outdoors.
cold days happened to Evette,
Third, just try to find ways to
a transfer student at Montclair
enjoy the seasons, which is esState who previously attended
pecially useful for international
Essex County College. Evette,
students, who live only tempowho has already starting wearrarily in New Jersey. This is an
ing her winter coat though it
opportunity to experience sledis still fall, is excited to meet
ding, snowshoeing, skiing, icethe winter because she finds
skating and more.
it beautiful and she can enjoy
Lastly, if you feel the situasledding in the snow.
tion is getting worse, you need
Yes, you can in fact feel hapto look for help. You can go to
py and excited no matter what
CAPS where there are profesthe weather is. There is no seasionals who can identify your
son that can ruin your day.
problem as well as give you ad-
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Healthy Guide To Dining Out
Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

Sometimes, we feel pressured
to eat out at a restaurant when
we are trying to be healthy or
we may be super-rushed due
to our hectic schedules and be
left with no choice but to grab
lunch or dinner on-the-go. It
may seem impossible, but you
can eat at most restaurants
without sabotaging your goals
and leaving yourself filled with
regret. Some restaurants are
definitely better than others,
but it is possible to find the best
option anywhere, even if it is
just the best of the worst.
Eating out is fun and a great
way to enjoy company and
food and does not have to be
avoided in order to be healthy.

Knowing what is in food
before going to a restaurant is
definitely the easiest way to
make an informed choice about
what you want to eat. Almost
all chain restaurants have their
complete nutrition information
online, but they usually come
in huge charts that may be hard
to decipher. Take a deep breath
and focus in on the key aspects
of restaurant food that tend to
make it unhealthy.
Often fat and sodium are
two of the biggest culprits on
restaurant menus. Even though
food may seem fresh, it is often
premade and just heated up at
the restaurant, which means it
is a processed item packed with
sodium. Fat lends to flavor and
apparently healthy options,
such as the green bean crispers at Applebee’s, are packed

with as much fat as you need in
a day. That appetizer, for example, has 43 grams of fat, which is
right around what you need for
an entire day if you have a 2,000
calorie diet. Look for options
with the lowest sodium possible that you would still enjoy
and try to keep the fat to around
20 grams or less.
If you go somewhere that does
not have nutrition information
readily available, such as a boutique café or local restaurant,
there are other ways to find
healthy meals without knowing
the numbers. If you are looking for breakfast and want a
smoothie, ask about what is in
it. Try to find one based with
milk to give you filling protein
and finished with added fruits
and vegetables. Watch out for
juices, which are often just glo-

rified fruit juice that give you a
ton of sugar without the fiber
that comes with eating whole
fruits and vegetables.
If you are out for lunch and
want a sandwich, stick to 100
percent whole grain bread with
a lean protein such as chicken
with tons of vegetables on top.
For a side, go for fruit instead of
chips.
When it comes to dinner, try
to focus your meal around vegetables with some protein and
starch added in. That will give
you the healthiest base that will
fill you up, so you will not need
as much of the fattening options.
Do not be afraid to ask how
the vegetables are prepared.
Any type of frying almost defeats the purpose of having
them and loads them with but-

ter or cream. Find sautéed, stirfried or steamed vegetables
for your best options. Add on
a whole grain such as brown
rice and some protein such as
chicken or beans. Using these
simple guidelines will help you
make a decent plate anywhere,
as these are essentials any restaurant has.
When eating at Italian restaurants, limit yourself to only one
piece of bread and ask about
whole grain pastas. Stick to a
tomato-based sauce instead of a
creamy one to save calories and
fat.
If you want to indulge on
your favorite unhealthy item,
go for it. Make sure it stays as
an indulgence, though, and
avoid going to your favorite
treats often. Keep them as treats
and savor every bite!

With the job market becoming progressively integrative,
having multiple degrees gives
you an advantage. Employers
might see the work and dedication needed to graduate with
two degrees and will put you
in higher standing as opposed
to applicants with only one degree. Employers might see it
as you taking the initiative to
broaden your depth and understanding of a particular field by
having majors in similar fields,
like biology and chemistry, or
overlapping two fields to gain
crucial skill sets needed in a
particular position. Either way,
you’re benefiting from having
two degrees in your hand when
you graduate.
Having two majors means
taking on extra responsibility
and disciplining yourself. You
first have to plan. Plan today,
plan tomorrow, plan for next
semester, even. Plan every second of the day if you can.
Time management is not just
for planning when you study
and when you do homework or

an essay, but for planning your
collegiate schedule as well.
Double majors, unlike single
majors, will have three or four
capstone classes, meaning, depending on your major, you can
have two four-credit classes and
two reading/writing-intensive
classes that you have to take at
the same time in order to graduate. Start planning your semesters so that you don’t have
more than one of these classes
per semester. This way, you can
avoid extra stress and focus on
understanding the material for
future application rather than
just learning it for homework,
exams and essays.
You will also want to plan
your semesters so that you can
know exactly how many and
exactly what classes to take
each term in order to graduate
in four years, if that is what you
want to do.
However, double majors
thinking about graduating in
four years should start early. If
you are thinking of becoming a
double major, start now. In the

beginning, you will want to get
your general education courses
out of the way. Having these
courses down the road gets
in the way of scheduling and,
thus, you can wind up taking
your major classes later on in
your time at the university. In
turn, you can potentially tack
on a semester or a year to your
schedule, which will prevent
you from graduating on time.
In addition, double majors
need to keep in constant contact
with their academic advisors.
By doing so for both of your
majors, you ensure that you
will be taking all your classes
and finding ways to fit them in.
Your advisor will be able to tell
you which classes can be used
as electives for which majors,
allowing you to double-dip and
not worry about taking an excessive amount of electives.
As with most decisions, you
need to consider the pros and
cons and double majoring has
some risky cons. When you
double major, you are splitting your focus between two

academic requirements and,
as a result, run the risk of your
grades being low in both areas.
You are also using time that
could be used toward an internship for classes for one of your
majors or the major that you
want to focus on more. In turn,
you are deprived of a chance at
getting in-field experience that
other students with a single major may have the opportunity to
complete.
Another drawback is having two majors that aren’t well
planned-out or started early
enough can run the risk of tacking on additional semesters to
your graduation date, adding
extra costs and time before you
can enter the work force.
However, as daunting as that
all may seem, it is not at all impossible to be a double major
and succeed. Just continue to
plan, keep tabs on your classes
and consistently talk to your
advisors.

Double Majoring Made Easy
Vaniele Casimir
Contributing Writer

According to the U.S Department of Education, the number
of college students double-majoring increased by 96 percent
between the years 2000 and
2008. While that number only
accounted for 5.5 percent of undergraduate students in 2008,
some individual colleges had
40 percent of undergraduates
pursuing double majors at the
time.
Since then, the numbers have
risen, with more and more students coming into college with
multiple interests or wanting
to have an edge in a job market
that is becoming increasingly
interdisciplinary.
However, keeping up with
such an endeavor as having
two majors can be taxing on
your health, your funds and
your time. In fact, without the
proper actions, such a large
feat can backfire badly. Despite
that, double majoring is not impossible.
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You have the passion... we have the tools.
Gain the skills to fight social injustice.

F U L L -T I M E & PA R T-T I M E , E V E N I N G

P R O G R A M S AVA I L A B L E

law.cuny.edu/prospective

Come to an Information Session every Wednesday at 2:30pm
nd
at the Global Education Center Stone Hall 2 Floor
and Learn How you Begin or Improve a Language Abroad!
Many options Available!

https://www.montclair.edu/global-education/study-abroad/outgoing-students/
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WANT TO BE A FEATURE WRITER?
The Montclarion Feature section includes a variety of topics from
fashion trends of the season to health and fitness to money-saving
tips.
Contact MontclarionFeature@gmail.com for more information.
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Classifieds

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

TUTOR / CAREGIVER, MONTCLAIR
After school tutoring / care (1st-3rd graders) needed
in Montclair, NJ. Mon-Fri approx. 2-6:00 p.m. starting in September. Graduate student in Education
preferred. Some driving necessary.
Email: NRockefeller@propact1.com.

LIMITED HOURS P/T BABYSITTER IN GLEN RIDGE
Looking for a kind, reliable part-time babysitter to care for
a delightful 3-year old girl. Responsibilities include pick
up from nursery school at 5:30 p.m. (5 mins on foot), feeding, and bathing before mother comes home no later than
7 p.m. 3-4 days a week. No special needs or allergies. CPR
required. Possible assistance every 2 weeks with transporting daughter on NJT train to NYC to see father. Please contact madeleine_viljoen@yahoo.com or text (919) 225-1552.

$14-20.00/HR, NOW HIRING ATHLETIC COACHES
Teddy Tennis (www.teddytennis.com) is hiring
coaches who have a strong passion for working with
children 2.5 to 6 years old. Positions are for part-time
coaches with growth opportunities for the highest
performers. Athletic ability, tennis experience, and
background in child development are a plus, but
not required. Reliability is a must. Hiring in Morris,
Union, Essex, and Somerset Counties. Email Jeff at:
jeff.b@teddytennis.com or call (908) 405-1994.
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER IN
UPPER MONTCLAIR
Looking for an outgoing, responsible person for afterschool care of our 11 year-old daughter & 15 year-old
son. Safe driver, light homework help, & serve dinner. 20 hrs/week. Starts Sept. 8.
Email: evancutler@gmail.com or call/text: (917)
583-4294.
P/T BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a part-time babysitter on Tuesdays from
4-7:00 p.m. for my two kids, a 5 year-old girl & 8 yearold boy. Must have your own car & clean driving
record. Major responsibilities include school pick-up
and driving to and from activities.Email:Eidoko@
gmail.com or call/text: 862-596-5906.
$15.00/HR,AFTER-SCHOOLSITTER, 20 HRS/
WEEK, VERONA
Seeking a friendly, self-motivated, and very reliable
after-school sitter for 2 children, 1st & 4th grades.
4-8:00 p.m. Mon-Fri. Must have a car to pick up &
drive to activities. Some homework help, serve dinner, light cleaning $15.00 per hour, 20 hours/week.
Looking for someone to start immediately. Email:
Alison.tedesco1316@gmail.com or call/text (732)
710-1565.
$15.00 HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, 20 HRS /
WEEK, VERONA
Seeking a reliable, friendly and self-motivated afterschool sitter for 2 children, 5th & 7th grades. 3-7:00 p.m.
Mon-Fri, beginning mid-late Sept. Must have a car for
school pick-up & drive to activities. Some homework
help, cook dinner, light cleaning. $15.00 per hour, 20
Hours / week. Email: Veronica.Guide@gmail.com.
SEEKING MSU GRAD STUDENT FOR P/T
NANNY, SOUTH ORANGE
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving babysitter
for kids (ages 5 & 8) in S. Orange (25 hours per week.
2:30 - 7:30 p.m. Mon-Fri). Excellent references & clean
driving record required.
Email resume/ experience to:
Southorangesitter123@gmail.com.
$15.00 / HR, MORNING & AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking babysitter for our 2 kids ages 7 & 9 before
and after school hours 7-9:15 am and 3:15-7 pm MonThursday (with an occasional late night & some Fridays). Need homework help, dinner and driving to
activities around Montclair & Clifton. Our kids enjoy
playing outside and drawing, and our daughter loves
gymnastics. We have a sweet, energetic dog that will
need walks and feeding. Email: lisa@lisaclearydesign.
com
$15.00 / HR, CAREGIVER, FAIR LAWN
Caring student sought for 21 year old autistic male
in Fair Lawn with cheerful nature. Transportation
required. Familiarity with autism a plus. Hours: 3 pm
to 6:30 pm Weds. & Fri and / or 6:45 am to 8:00 am.
Contact: Robin at (917) 685-4101.
$15.00 / HR, BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL CHILDREN, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking a reliable, patient, & engaging babysitter to
care for my 4 year-old son & 2 year-old daughter on
the occasional date night or after-school. May build
to twice a week schedule. Education Major a plus.
Please call Jamie at (305) 607-7052 or Email: Jamielynsmith@ME.com.
MANAGING EDITOR, MONTCLAIR
MontclairDispatch.com has an immediate opening
for Managing Editor. Position willl oversee the dayto-day work of The Montclair Dispatch’s editorial
team. Applicants must be available to work 16 hrs/
week from our Montclair, NJ offices. Email rsume
& cover letter to NewsDesk@MontclairDispatch.
com & visit MontclairDispatch.com/jobs for more
information.
P/T NANNY, POMPTON PLAINS
P/T Nanny 3–6:30 p.m. Min. of 3 days per week
(prefer 5) for 2 elementary age children in Pompton
Plains. Requires homework help, transportation to
extracurricular activities, light housework and cooking. Please call Allie (973) 476-5892.

AFTERNOON SITTER IN LIVINGSTON
Seeking reliable driving babysitter for two young
girls starting September 2015. Hours 2-5:30 p.m.
Must hold valid drivers’ license and pick up children in your vehicle. Email resume/experience to
Livingstonfamily2013@gmail.com.
$20.00 / HOURS BABYSITTER IN VERONA
Mon-Thurs 3-7:00 p.m. (flexible) with occasional
school pick-up. One fun 8-year old with cerebral palsy and one active, typically-developing 4 yr-old. We’ll
train on the special needs, but any nursing courses or PT/OT experience welcome. Email Brenda at
bshaughnessy@gmail.com or call/text (917) 232-6070.
$18-20.00/ HOUR BABYSITTER IN MONTCLAIR
Looking for a warm, loving, creative & responsible person for after-school care of our 11 & 12 year old girls. Safe
driver, enjoys prepping healthy meals, homework help,
& our adorable Cockapoo. 2-7:00 p.m. Mon-Fri. w/ flexible day off. Mid-August thru indefinitely. Email Amyfriedman100@gmail.com or call/text (917) 331-8439.
$20.00 / HOUR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER IN VERONA
Seeking a responsible, fun & caring after-school sitter for two
7 year-old girls in Verona NJ. Mon, Tues, & Thurs 2:45-5:30
p.m. Must have experience & references. $20.00 /hour.
Call Laura: (973) 495-8599.
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Help Wanted
AFTER SCHOOL HELP, LINCOLN PARK
Looking for an active, responsible person for after
school-pick up & transport to gymnastics for our 12
year-old daughter. Safe driver, light homework help
& comfortable with pets. 16-20 hrs / week.
Email cathnasch@msn.com or call / text (201) 2486166.
AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
Looking for a friendly, responsible, reliable AfterSchool Sitter for our 11 year-old daughter. 3-6 p.m.
Tu-Fr. $12 / hr Homework help, driving to / from
local activities & playdates. Start date ASAP.
Email: gsanchez303@yahoo.com or call / text: (201)
988-3765.
P/T AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVING BABYSITTER, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving babysitter
for kids 5 & 8 in Upper Montclair (16 hours per week.
2 p.m.-6 p.m. Mon-Thur). Excellent references and
clean driving record required. Email dogoodwork2@
yahoo.com with resume/experience.
$15.00 / HR, OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking warm, kind, responsible person to care for
my 7 year-old son on the occasional date night or
after-school. May build to twice a week schedule.
Special Education major and / or experience with
Special Needs a plus. $12- $15.00 / hr. depending
on experience. Please call: (347) 432-4160 or Email:
Ryn_a@Hotmail.com.

AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE $15.00/HR
Seeking a reliable, kind, responsible sitter for after
school at least three days per week. We are flexible
with start times (between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m.) and
days. Must have car for driving to local activities;
help with homework, etc. 9 year old twins and 14
DRIVER ASSISTANCE NEEDED, WESTFIELD
Assistance needed beginning September to trans- year old. Starting immediately. Please call Rachel at
port a student from the Westfield area to MSU (917) 359-9082 or email: racheldth92@gmail.com.
Monday through Friday. Has to be at school by
9 a.m. If interested contact: tchiododds@aol.com. AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, NORTH CALDWELL
Seeking a friendly, self-motivated & very reliable
person for daily after-school care of our 8 and 5 yearJEWISH TEEN PROGRAM LEADER IN MONTCLAIR
Bnai Keshet, Montclair, seeks a leader for our developing old daughters. Safe driver for activities/carpools,
Jewish Teen Program, to begin immediately. Contact Rab- homework help, light housework, playdates & light
meal prep. 15-20 hrs /week. Email: jctrauman@gmail.
biAriann@bnaikeshet.org for more information.
com or call /text: (201) 563-0617.
AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER $15.00 / HR, MONTCLAIR
$20.00 / HR, HOMEWORK HELPER, MONTCLAIR
Recently moved to Montclair family seeking responsible
$20 / hr. Homework Helper for 13 year-old daughter.
& fun after-school caregiver for active 10 year old son, 3
3 evenings per week: Mon, Tues, Thurs from 5:15-7:15
to 5 days a week. Responsibilities include taking off bus
pm. in Montclair. Call Mary Kate at (973) 865-8769.
or picking up at school & shuffling to and from activities,
homework help, playing sports in backyard and very light
$15.00 / HR, BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL CHILmeal prep. Must have own car with clean driving record,
DREN, BLOOMFIELD
non-smoker and be comfortable with small dog. 10 to 15
Seeking a reliable, friendly, patient & responsible sithours/week. $15 per hour. Email: Psolly08@gmail.com or
ter for 4 year-old girl & 3 year-old boy. 28 hrs / week,
text (917) 952-6426.
Mon – Thurs, 8 am – 3:30 pm. Special Ed Major a
plus. Salary based on exp. Please call Alex (973) 951UPTOWN ART MONTCLAIR
6854 or Email: Alexandradaste@hotmail.com.
(www.uptownart.com/montclair)
Our FUN, new, BYOB paint and sip studio opening at 50
Upper Montclair Plaza in Montclair is looking for dynamic $30-$40.00 / HR, DJ / MC MOBILE ENTERTAINMENT CO., BERGEN COUNTY
artistic painters to work in a creative entertaining environTriple Platinum DJ Entertainment
ment as Art Instructors & Art Assistants. Ideal candidates
(www.3platinum.com) is looking to hire outgoing
will possess the following skills and qualifications: ENERMCs / DJs. Must be comfortable speaking into a
GETIC and POSITIVE personality & be very comfortable
microphone in front of large groups of people. We are
speaking to people of all ages & different skill levels /
more interested in an MC… the DJ part is easy. We
Knowledge of color theory, blending, layering, & different
painting techniques / Ability to teach step by step painting will train prospective entertainers & supply all equipment . Having your own car is a must & living near
to a large group, keep their attention, keep things light &
Bergen County is important, as most of our events
enjoyable, & help them produce artwork they are proud
are in Bergen Co. and surrounding areas. Please call
to walk away with. This is not a normal art class; this is a
Anthony for more information & possible interview
Social Art Experience. Responsibilities also include: Studio
set-up, Customer Registration / clean up / reconciling pay- at (800) 596-4772.
ment & attendance. Need reliable transportation & the abil$18.00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER,
ity to attend occasional offsite events. Primarily evening &
weekend classes – offered 7 days a week during daytime & MONTCLAIR
evening hours for kids & adults. Please respond by email- Seeking reliable babysitter for our 2 kids, ages 6 & 10
Mon - Fri 3:00 pm - 4:30. Responsibilities include bus
ing: uptownartmontclair50@gmail.com your most current
stop pick-up, homework help, supervision of snack
resume, copies of at least 3 of your paintings (preferably
acrylic) & let us know little bit about you & why you would / lunch preparation, and playing. Walking distance
from Montclair State University. Email: annebaney@
be a great fit for this opportunity .
gmail.com
$15 – $20.00 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL SITTER,
$15.00 / HR, MORNING & AFTER-SCHOOL SITGLEN RIDGE
TER, LIVINGSTON
Seeking a babysitter for two girls, ages 11 & 13 for afterSeeking reliable babysitter for our 2 well-behaved
school Mon – Fri, approx.3:00 – 6 pm (exact hours TBA)
kids, ages 6 & 3, Mondays & Thursdays 7:00 – 8:30
effective immediately. You must have positive energy,
am & 2:30-6:00 pm. Responsibilities include pick up
be kind, punctual & enthusiastic. Duties include school
from school, homework help, supervision of snack /
pickup, preparing after-school snacks, driving to various
lunch preparation and playing. Must have car and
after-school activities. Must have a clean driving record &
good driving record. Email: Lina_Patel706@Yahoo.
local references. Start ASAP. Email: sheetalgupta@yahoo.
com.
com.
$15 – $20.00 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL SITTER,
MONTCLAIR
Seeking a babysitter for two boys, ages 4 & 7 for after-school
Mon – Fri, approx. 3:00 – 6 pm (exact hours TBA). Would
consider hiring 2 students available different days of the
week. Duties would include school pickup, supervising
homework, preparing snacks / limited dinner prep, and
playing. Must be a reliable driver. Family is relocating to
Montclair. Start ASAP. Email: axelrodstina@gmail.com.

$15 / HR, BABYSITTER(S), WALKING DISTANCE
FROM MSU
Seeking babysitters who are willing to sit part-time
on an as-needed basis. Walking distance from MSU.
Needed for Saturday evenings & potential other
days /nights as needed. Babysitter will not always
be watching all three children at once. We have two
boys (age 8) w / severe special needs & a 4 month old
girl. Care for the boys is not difficult. Children will
be in bed on Saturday evenings when a babysitter is
here. Email: Jennynolan11@gmail.com w / questions
or for more info.

Help Wanted
THE STAR LEDGER, IMMEDIATE OPENINGS,

MONTVILLE
The Star Ledger has several openings available in our
Montville printing facility. Work is on our Production
Line & requires standing, bending, twisting & lifting.
Standard shifts are 7-8 hours and 7 days a week,
inc. overnight. $10.00 / HR, No Benefits. Please call
Monday & Tuesday between 9am-1pm to make an
appointment. (973) 882-6192
$12.00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER W / CAR,
CLIFTON
Seeking a friendly, responsible, & dependable afterschool sitter for our 5 year-old daughter. Safe driver
with reliable car for driving from Montclair school
aftercare (Valley road) to our home in Clifton off Rt 3.
Must be comfortable with our adorable small dog too.
Hrs. 4:30-6:30 p.m. M-F, $12 / hr. Also would like to
use this person for occasional weekend sitting! Must
have references Email: coll2101@outlook.com.
$15 00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
Seeking a reliable, fun & friendly After-School Sitter
for 2 children (5 & 9 yrs old) in Glen Ridge. Hours
are 3-5:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday. Must have
own car for afterschool pick-ups & to drive to a few
activities. Some light homework with 3rd grader. Immediate Start. $15/ hour. Call Julie at (973) 558-2246
or Email: j14albers@gmail.com.
$15-18.00 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL NANNY FOR ONE
ADORABLE 2ND GRADE GIRL, MONTCLAIR
Seeking awesome Nanny for school pickups, transport
to & from activities, homework assistance, snack /
dinner preparation. Must have a current, clean driving record. Car will be provided. Start ASAP. Email:
Info@Adventurenannies.com.
GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITY, CEDAR GROVE
We are a growing consulting & training firm located in
Cedar Grove, NJ., looking for a part-time office admin
to work on selective projects including helping with
training calendar, event planning, managing content
(website, social media, blogs), web research, creating & editing content, answering phones, contacting
clients, & helping to manage the company. The ideal
candidate must be a self-starter, willing to learn, high
energy, & trustworthy. This job is not for everyone, as
we are in a high paced & high growth firm meaning
your role will evolve quickly. We also have a social
mission, & we are only looking for people who “believe” in our mission & vision. Candidates MUST have
the following qualifications: High School diploma or
equivalent (Preference given to JRs & SRs or MBA),
fluent in English, Confident while respectful, Power
Computer user & skillful w / Microsoft Office, social
media tools, & preferably Word Press. Able to work
in the U.S, w/o sponsorship, & willing to learn. As a
training company, a “bonus” is unlimited learning.
Must be able to work 20 hours a week at a minimum
on a project / freelance basis. If you fit the profile, complete the job candidate form at https://pmoadvisory.
wufoo.com/forms/office-assistant-candidate-form/.
$15.00 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL SITTER, CEDAR
GROVE
Seeking a babysitter for two fun boys, ages 2 & 5 (both
potty trained) for after-school 2 days per week, approx.
5:00 – 7:30 pm , as well as for once a week from5:0010:00 pm (exact hours TBD). Duties would include
school pickup, limited dinner prep, and playing.
Must be a reliable driver and must have references.
We are located at the Cedar Grove/Little Falls border
right off Montclair Ave. Start ASAP (babysitter needed as soon as 11/5). Email: Knorman1@gmail.com.

For Rent
NEW LISTING! APARTMENT FOR RENT
W/ PARKING, VERONA PARK
Spacious & updated & spacious One bedroom w/
parking for 1 car. Great location near Verona Park &
NYC bus. Available Sept 1st.
No smoking. $1250 Coldwell Banker, Montclair. Call
(973) 233-2300.
SAVE $$$ – ACROSS FROM MSU
Save $$$. Female students, Grads. Summer or fall
room rentals. June-August or 2015 school year.
Furnished, across from campus. Internet inc. Singles
or share. Available June (possibly May). Call (973)
778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, Mon-Fri. Only 3 mins.
walk to MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call (973) 819-0334.
Sun-Sat, 5 a.m.-8:00 p.m. ONLY.
Place YOUR Classified in The Montclarion. LOW
RATES & EXTENDED EXPOSURE. BOOK YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD NOW.
For more info Email MontclarionAdSales@gmail.com
or call Don Spielvogel (973) 655-5237 or (215) 860-5533.
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Montclair State University
presents a series of
lectures, films and special events.

Fall 2015:
October 7 – November 19

What We can Learn from the Dutch and their Relationship with Water
The Rising Tide program explores the Dutch and their uneasy
relationship with water, as well as what New Jersey, in the wake
of Hurricane Sandy, can learn from the Dutch experience.
In addition, the program addresses related themes such as the
Dutch historical legacy in New Jersey and New York, and the
history of our understanding of the sea and natural disasters
from a local and global perspective.

This series is organized by Montclair State University’s
College of Science and Mathematics, Harry A. Sprague Library,
Global Education Center, College of the Arts,
College of Humanities and Social Sciences, WMSC Radio
and the Office of Civic Engagement

This series was made possible by a grant from the New Jersey Council for the Humanities,
a state partner of the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Any views, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this series do not
necessarily represent those of the National Endowment for the Humanities
or the New Jersey Council for the Humanities.

Additional support has been provided by the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Montclair Public Library, Montclair Historical Society,
Greener Bloomfield, Montclair Environmental Commission, the MSU PSEG Institute for Sustainability Studies, Jacob Leisler Institute and Montclair TV34.
Images are courtesy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
For further information visit the Rising Tide website at montclair.edu/csam/rising-tide
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Sprague Library: Not Always Open For Business

M

Melisa Vallovera | The Montclarion

ontlcair state University students are used to disappointment. Throughout the
years, students have become
accustomed to little parking,
higher tuition rates, less-thanedible food and, most recently,
a closed library.
Currently, Sprague Library
is open seven days a week, yet
the daily hours vary greatly.
Monday through Thursday,
the library website claims that
the facility is open from 8 a.m.
to 2 a.m. On Fridays, the hours
are reduced, leaving the library
open from just 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Over the weekend, students
have even less time to get their
“study on” due to even more
heavily reduced hours at the library.
While many seniors fondly

remember the good old days
when Sprague Library was
open 24 hours during the school
week, many think it would be
beneficial if this practice was
back in effect.
Of course, closing the library
early has been cost-effective for
the university, but it is a different story for students. With so
many more students enrolled
at Montclair State, it is clear
that there is more than enough
money to keep the library open
for longer hours. Despite the
influx in students, the need for
studying remains the same. The
library should be open at least
24 hours a day from Monday to
Friday.
With a community of over
20,000, it is important that students have the ability to escape
to a space to complete their

Thumbs Up
Myanmar holds democratic
elections
Holiday coffee flavors
Shia LaBeouf

Thumbs Down
Registration holds
Starbucks’ holiday cup
controversy
University of Missouri racism
Contact us at
montclarionopinion@gmail.com

to find out more about
sharing your views!

school work regardless of what
time of day it is. While students are capable of completing school work outside of the
library, it nevertheless serves as
a great working environment
for many.
In a world full of distractions,
Sprague Library provides various silent spaces for students
to become engrossed in their
work without fear of being interrupted. This makes the library the perfect space to work
on an English paper or study
for a math test. By closing the
library at 2 a.m. or earlier, students are forced to go off campus or return to their residence
halls, where they may not be
able to achieve the same kind of
quiet, focused environment that
Sprague Library provides.
Even with the current hours,

students are not always able to
get the help they need, as many
of the services the library offers
close prior to the closing of the
actual library. For example, on
Sundays, the multimedia service at Sprague Library closes
at 8 p.m., yet the library stays
open until 2 a.m. the next day.
Thus, even when the library is
open, there is not always someone to help students who may
require assistance. The library
should not deny students the
opportunity to learn just because they were not able to get
to the library during the hours
of operation.
Also, many students have
found the library closing before
its official closing time posted
online, especially on Fridays,
when Sprague often locks up
at 5 p.m. The same can be said

for the laptop borrowing service located on the lower level
of Sprague Library. While the
Montclair State website notes
that this service is open whenever the library is, students
have found that is not always
the case. Instead, they have
found themselves out of luck
when looking to borrow a laptop from the library.
As an educational institution,
Sprague Library is clearly one
of the most important buildings
on campus. Therefore, it should
be open longer to benefit more
students. Students need to be
able to do their best and, for
many, the library offers the environment and resources to do
so.

Question of the Week:
What is your biggest concern when it comes to class
registration?
“The most annoying [part]5%
is
other
the priority thing, just because
classes fill up so fast [even] if it
[is] a requirement for a major
or just a general requirement.
If it fills, then [you] can’t take
it or you have to wait another
semester and then it might
only be offered in the spring
or fall. ”
- Vanessa Fujimoto Centeno
Sophomore,
Spanish

“As a freshman, I get the bottom of the bowl, so I have to
figure out how my schedule
is going to work out with
very few options. When I
create my schedule, I think it
is going to be pretty bad.”
- Zayn Aldabagh
Freshman,
Business Administration

“That I am going to get all
my classes and the computer
works, because I went through
that yesterday.”

“Yesterday, when I had to
register for classes, I was at
work, so I had to step out
of work so I could register.
There is never enough space,
[as classes] close so quickly.”

-Victoria Rankin
Junior,
Business Fiance

- Azizah Hamdeh
Senior,
Math Education
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Can Ben Carson be an Outsider Candidate Without Trust?
Media scrutiny over Ben Carson’s failed attempts to disguise lies as truth

T

he doctor
is in…denial.
This
past
week,
the
media uncovered that key
moments of
Ben Carson’s
CHRISTINE
life, depictGIANAKIS
ed through
COLUMNIST
movies and
books, have been fabricated and
embellished by the presidential
hopeful.
Carson is currently undergoing scrutiny for stories, including his claims that he attempted
to stab someone when he was in
high school due to anger issues,
that he sheltered white students
during the MLK assassination
riots and that he was offered a
full scholarship to West Point
Military Academy, which he
forwent to study medicine. Af-

ter being tested by the media
for accuracy, these biographical
claims made by Carson appear
to be inflated.
In the Politico story “Exclusive: Carson claimed West
Point ‘scholarship’ but never
applied,” Kyle Cheney cites
Theresa Brinkerhoff, a spokeswoman for West Point, to confirm that no application record
exists for Carson to the school.
His story of turning down the
offer to pursue medicine has
been an important narrative in
his campaign monologue, but
why?
Why would a renowned neurosurgeon seek fake prestige
from such a deceptive story? It’s
easy to chalk it up to inexperience. One could say that Carson
wrote this story back before he
ever had the intention to run for
president and he never thought
his embellishments would be

tested, but he has continued
to reference it even after the
launch of his campaign.
Carson told CNN’s Alisyn
Camerota on New Day, “[the
reports are] a bunch of lies attempting to say I’m lying about
my history. I think it’s pathetic
and basically what the media
does is they try to get you distracted.”
Did Carson really expect the
media not to fact check his autobiography? He is a high profile figure running to become
the leader of the United States.
Nothing is off limits, especially
falsification. What may be more
troubling than his blatant disregard for accuracy in his manipulation of the stories is an
attempt to blame journalists for
doing their due diligence and
reporting the facts.
The whole foundation of an
outsider candidate is their plat-

form of trust. They run on the
premise that they are immune
to the usual political corruption
because they have never consumed the Washington Koolaid. Carson sold this idea to the
American people and they took
him at his word. Running on
the outsider platform is not a
pardon from standard political
vetting, but rather is something
that accompanies every election.
Impression management is a
manipulation of others’ perceptions toward a person using tactics such as picking and choosing what information people
will learn about them in an attempt to influence their perceptions.
This is exactly what the
Carson campaign did through
these embellished stories. By
shaping his personal anecdotes
to include only information he

hoped would strengthen his
approval, Carson betrayed the
trust of the American people by
ignoring and overlooking the
truth.
As an outsider candidate
with no political experience,
Carson’s candidacy has little
to offer the American people
without trust. As of now, the
neurosurgeon’s prognosis does
not look good. The media has
prescribed him a large dose of
humble pie, but until Carson
agrees to follow doctor’s orders, voters will start to look
for a second opinion on whom
they should select to lead the
country.

Christine Gianakis, a Political Science
and Communications major, is in her
second year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Politicians Prey on Emotion with Anti-Addiction Campaigns
Talking addiction sob stories will not earn votes in presidential race

M

i l lions
of
Americans
want
action taken
against the
overwhelming power
NICHOLAS
of drug adDA SILVA
diction that
COLUMNIST
has claimed
many of their loved ones, so it
comes as no surprise that presidential candidates lagging in
the polls have brought up their
past experiences with drug addiction to try and gain more
support.
While campaigning in New
Hampshire, Jeb Bush discussed
his daughter Noelle’s past experience with drug abuse. Bush
mentioned his daughter’s arrest
in 2002 for writing a false prescription and how she was sentenced to 10 days in jail for contempt after she was found with
crack while in rehab. Bush said

that Noelle had struggled with
addiction through her teenage
years, but has since overcome
her demons.
Bush made a campaign stop
on Nov. 4 at a pharmacy in Hollis, N.H. and talked to pharmacy owner Vahrij Manoukian,
who lost a child to a drug overdose.
Manoukian said that laws
should treat drug dealers the
same as child molesters. Bush
agreed with the pharmacy
owner, saying that people who
prey on the vulnerable should
be shamed and ostracized.
Bush’s compassionate talk
about drug addiction comes
in the wake of his decreasing
popularity in the polls. In April,
an NBC/Wall Street Journal poll
revealed that about 25 percent
of Republican primary voters
from all across the nation would
support Bush for president.
By the end of September, support had collapsed to a meager
7 percent of national Republi-

can voters.
Carly Fiorina, another GOP
hopeful, lost her step-daughter
Lori Ann to drug addiction in
2009. Fiorina has talked about
her loss in interviews and during GOP debates.
In July, Fiorina attended a
house party in Nashua, N.H.
where she spoke about how
drug addiction has affected her
as a parent and presidential
candidate.
A New York Times/CBS News
poll from Sept. 4 had Fiorina with only 4 percent of the
GOP vote. Her performance
in the Sept. 17 GOP debate in
which she again talked about
the death of her stepdaughter
when discussing the legalization of marijuana caused her
popularity to soar. A CNN poll
released only two days after
the aforementioned debate revealed that Fiorina had jumped
to second place with 15 percent
of the vote.
However, support for Fiorina

has been on the steady decline
since a Fox News survey released on Nov. 4 revealed that
Fiorina only had 3 percent of
voter support.
Another presidential candidate, N.J. Governor Chris Christie, blames drug addiction for
his close friend’s death. Christie’s law school friend, whose
name the New Jersey governor
refused to share with the public, was doing well until he suffered a back injury. After the
back injury, Christie’s friend
was prescribed painkillers that
ultimately led to his addiction
and later death. The presidential hopeful has told this story
in the past, but specifically
brought it up again during the
last few weeks, as his chances
for the GOP nomination continue to shrink.
It is commendable when
political figures discuss their
past tribulations, but not when
trying to get a seat in the Oval
Office. Bringing up tragedies

during a campaign is a cheap
way to tug at the audience’s
heartstrings, whether you are
doing it out of sincerity or not.
When using personal tragedy to
gain support, you are only earning the people’s vote through
through emotional manipulation equivalent to the ASPCA commercials with Sarah
Mclachlan’s “Arms Of An Angel” playing in the background.
Discussing their friends’ and
loved ones’ issues with drug addiction has actually done nothing for Bush, Fiorina or Christie,
as they are now floundering in
the polls and almost guaranteed to lose in the presidential
race. This should be a reminder
for any and all politicians that
the way to win an election is
through an intelligent argument, not a manipulative one.

Nicholas Da Silva, a Journalism major,
is in his second year as a columnist for
The Montclarion.

HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY?
Say it with us.
Become a columnist !
Email Montclarionopinion@gmail.com
Cut the Bull About Pitbulls
Negative reputation surrounding lovable breed needs to be adjusted

S

o m e times
people’s
ignorance is so
overwhelmingly
expressed that
it
becomes
PAIGE
painful
to
BUCKLEY
watch. As a
COLUMNIST
pitbull owner, I constantly experience this.
Hennessey, my nine-year-old
pitbull, is frequently the target
of the ignorance of others. Although I could testify that she
is the most lovable and goofy
dog in the world, others would

still label her as a “dangerous
animal.”
Due to their strong and tough
nature, pitbulls are commonly
stereotyped as a “dangerous”
breed. However, that does not
mean that they are actually vicious or killer dogs.
In fact, a majority of people
have it wrong in thinking that
all pitbulls are aggressive by
nature. Instead, it is the many
that utilize the breed’s characteristics in order to make them
seem more advantageous to the
owner who have created this
reputation. These people place
their animals in an environment
that fosters aggression and en-

courages hostile behaviors.
Some people train pitbulls to be
aggressive and to attack other
animals and people. While this
may be the case for some pitbulls, it cannot be said for all of
them.
Due to these misinformed accusations that accompany pitbulls, people choose to adopt
or purchase dogs of other backgrounds and breeds and this
stereotype does not just affect
the dogs’ adoption rates.
Many pitbull owners find
themselves struggling to find
areas that are pitbull-friendly
and many landlords refuse to
rent to to tenants who have pit-

bulls. Some town municipalities
have even begun to discriminate against the breed, threatening owners with euthanizing
their dogs.
It simply makes no sense.
From my personal experience,
as well as those of many other
owners, pitbulls, just like any
other dog breed, are one of the
greatest animals on Earth. They
will love and care for their owner their entire life, just like any
other dog. Though pitbulls tend
to be both bulky and strong,
their stature does not signify
that they are any more ferocious than a Chihuahua.
Unfortunately, pitbulls some-

Concerning Editorials and Columns

how seem to fall by the wayside. The breed continues to
sit in shelters far longer than
other dogs when there is nothing wrong with them or anything that truly sets them apart
from any other animal in the
shelter. Pitbulls are extremely
adorable and friendly and just
need a loving home. They have
been and always will be great
companions and are really just
strong goofballs that will do
anything for love. They, too, deserve a chance.

Paige Buckley, a Communication and
Media Arts major, is in her first year as
a columnist for The Montclarion.

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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“In America, the President reigns for four years,
but Journalism governs forever.”– Oscar Wilde
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J.J. Abrams and Stephen Colbert
Back Montclair Film Festival
Julia Siegel
Staff Writer

environment to reflect the community that they are from in Charleston,
S.C., where they grew up attending
a big local film festival. The Colberts
wanted to make a similar experience
come to life for their home-community in New Jersey, said Hall.
All of the proceeds of the event will
benefit the MFF and Hall hopes to
use some of the proceeds to fund the
MFF’s youth education programs.
He is also hoping to fund free summer screenings in Montclair’s parks
for the general public to attend.
Hall has worked at film festivals
since 2002 and has been the director of the MFF for a year and a half.
Previously, he was the director of
the Sarasota Film Festival from 2004
to 2014. However, when he was offered the job with the MFF, he could
not pass up the opportunity to move
closer to home with his young family, something he had wanted to do
while living in Florida.
Today, Hall loves the diverse and
opinionated community surrounding the MFF and wants to make his
own impact. While he still sees a lot
of potential in the MFF and called
it a “strong organization with great
foundations,” Hall also feels that the
staff has done an outstanding job of
creating a sustained organization
that has a healthy financial system.
The next step for Hall is to create
a permanent home for the MFF. At
the end of last year’s film festival, a
building on Bloomfield Avenue in
Montclair, N.J. was donated to the
MFF, which Hall said will be their
new home. There, the festival can

The MFF will be held at New Jersey Performing Arts Center on Nov. 21.

host year-round screenings, classes
and events. Hall says it will also include a new film education center.
Overall, the MFF has a lot to look
forward to in the upcoming year.
For more information on The Celebrity Nerd-Off: Stephen Colbert and
J.J. Abrams or the MFF, visit www.
montclairfilmfest.org. The MFF will
be held April 29 to May 8, 2016. To
purchase tickets for the fundraiser,
visit www.njpac.org.

Abrams at 2015 San Diego Comic-Con
International.

Photos courtesy of wikipedia.org

Stephen Colbert’s annual Montclair Film Festival celebrity fundraiser is coming to the New Jersey
Performing Arts Center (NJPAC)
and Colbert has invited director J.J.
Abrams to join him for The Celebrity Nerd-Off: Stephen Colbert and J.J.
Abrams.
Tom Hall, Director of the Montclair Film Festival (MFF), said he
is definitely excited for the event
on Nov. 21. According to Hall, this
event is the only fundraiser that the
non-profit MFF holds each year. The
MFF does not hold a black tie gala,
so Colbert’s event is a huge plus.
The event will consist of an overview of Abrams’ career, including
the directing of the much anticipated Star Wars: The Force Awakens, as
well as the ins and outs of his films
and TV shows. Colbert, who is good
friends with Abrams, will moderate
the discussion and then allow the
audience to ask questions.
Hall urges all fans of Star Wars,
Star Trek¸ Abrams and Colbert to
attend the event. However, anyone
who wants to donate to the MFF
in lieu of attending the fundraiser
can visit www.omaze.com/nerdoff.
Hall also suggests that attendants
enter a raffle to win two tickets to
the Late Night with Stephen Colbert.
According to Hall, Colbert has
been running this event since the
start of the MFF in 2012. Colbert’s
wife, Evelyn McGee-Colbert, is the
Vice-Chairman of the Board for the
MFF. At the same time, Hall said
that the Colberts became involved
with the MFF to help grow the local

Craig Stays Cool in ‘Spectre’

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org

Julia Siegel
Staff Writer

Julia Siegel|The Montclarion
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Christoph Waltz plays the latest Bond villain in Spectre.

Set of Spectre in Mexico City, Mexico.

James Bond is back in the latest
installment of his saga, Spectre. The
follow-up to Skyfall showcases Daniel
Craig’s Bond in a continuation of his
previous three 007 flicks, but, unfortunately, does not live up to the high
standard set by the previous film.
With Skyfall being Craig’s best
Bond film and arguably one of the
best Bond films of all time, the film is
undoubtedly very difficult to follow
as well as live up to the expectations
of the viewers. Skyfall set the bar too
high with good storytelling, action
and characters. While Spectre had the
potential to match the mark left by its
predecessor, the film falls short for
many reasons.
In Spectre, new villain Christoph
Waltz had large shoes to fill following Javier Bardem’s villain, Silva, in
Skyfall. After winning two Oscars for
his roles as villains in Quentin Tarantino’s Inglorious Basterds and Django
Unchained, Waltz was the perfect
choice to play a Bond villain. However, despite his second billing, Waltz
does not have enough scenes to make
a huge impact in Spectre. Instead,
Waltz’s character was kept a secret
until the film was released to keep
his origins under wraps. At the same
time, the story behind his character
makes a lot of sense based on previous Bond films, but was poorly executed. The character’s story should
have been more detailed, not just
briefly mentioned.
In addition, the overall story and
plot of Spectre is interesting and has
a nice way of tying up loose ends despite still being structured the same
as many previous Bond films, which
was slightly disappointing and expected. After 24 movies and 52 years
of popularity, the formula needs to
be shaken, not stirred. Still, the same
action sequences being filmed only
slightly differently each time as well
as pointless lines of dialogue, cheesy
love scenes and duplicated car chases
seem old at this point.

Another slightly surprising bit of
Spectre is that the breakout performance is not by an actor, but rather
the Aston Martin DB-10. Bond is
known for his stylish, high-tech
sports cars, but the new DB-10 is a car
worth drooling over. Its spectacular
sleek frame gives it the appearance
of a shark. As a fan of Aston Martins,
this car is no disappointment. Watching the car do ridiculous stunts in the
chase sequence was the most satisfying part of the film. It is always amazing that Q never dissatisfies Bond
with amazing vehicle.
However, Spectre is not entirely a
cliché Bond film, as its costume design truly stands out in this installment of the franchise. While the
characters in Bond films are typically
dressed in a dapper manner, Spectre
takes its costumes to a new level in its
Day of the Dead sequence. The trailer
gives a brief look at Bond’s suit, but
the full costume is only shown in the
film. Bond wears a black suit that has
the white bones of a skeleton printed
on the corresponding body parts.
Paired with a black top hat and a
creepy white skeleton mask, Bond is
the best dressed. The extras’ costumes
were just as good, making the scene
feel like the middle of the Day of the
Dead parade in Mexico City.
In the end, it is understandable why
Craig has recently said that he does
not want to do another Bond film.
Craig, now 47 years old, probably has
a harder time getting into the Bond
physique needed to portray the role.
Having many action scenes in Spectre with Dave Baustista’s character of
Hinx, Craig may not be up to the challenge of producing yet another Bond
film.
Overall, Spectre is not a bad film. It
is still a highly enjoyable action movie. Though it seems cliché at times,
any Bond fan will enjoy it. The ending
helped redeem the film and the James
Bond saga is definitely at its best, so
where will it take us next?
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‘Paranormal Activity’ Hopefully
Ends with ‘Ghost Dimension’
Nicholas Da Silva
Staff Writer

From the fourth installment on, the series has only
devolved into becoming just
as stale and formulaic as any
other routine horror films
you see in mainstream cinemas now a days. As each
installment passed by, it became all the more apparent
that the people making these
movies were not really interested in doing anything different than they did the last
time around. This series ultimately falls into that territory of horror franchises like
Friday the 13th, Halloween, A
Nightmare on Elm Street and
Saw. Like those franchises,
the strain and desperation to
milk the cash cow dry before
putting the Paranormal Activity series to rest turns into
cynicism and contempt from
all involved in the production.
The Ghost Dimension, installment number six for
those counting, is another
boring and cynical exercise
in which the only thing scary
is that people are still going
to theaters to see this wreck.
I will not go into detail about
the plot because, if you have
seen one Paranormal Activity
movie, you have seen them
all.
The first 30 minutes is
spent following a group of
normal people beginning to
see some suspicious activity
in their house. There is also
an obligatory comedic character who does nothing in
the movie but make obnoxious jokes just because they
serve as the comic relief. The
next 30 minutes see our main
characters deciding action
needs to be taken to a havocwreaking incident. The final 20 minutes are just a big

parade of loud noises and
shaky camera as the leads
try to stop the demon from
causing any further trouble
in the house. It all ends with
a cheap cliffhanger that fails
to provide any satisfying pay
off and only serves to set up
the next movie.
In short, the movie consists
of boring set-up, lots of waiting around and then a loud
noise occurring around every eight minutes or so. It is a
formula that is easy to follow
and cheap to produce, but
has more than worn out its
welcome. Even the audience
I saw it with seemed to have
become bored with the monotony, as everyone in the
theater sat in collective quiet
for most of the film, only responding at the end with audible groans to the lame conclusion.
Making matters worse this
time around is that someone
made the boneheaded decision to have the “paranormal activity” be shown to
the audience for the first time
in the series. Through doing
this, the filmmakers have removed any remaining sense
of slow-building tension the
franchise had because we
can all see when the demonic
force is about to strike.
This franchise’s popularity led to the inception of
the Marlon Wayans spoof, A
Haunted House, but that movie does not come off as silly
as this alleged horror movie
does during its mercifully
brief running time. With the
inane storyline focusing on
cultists trying to bring children to an alternate dimension through time travel (I
am not kidding here), I shook
my head at how the simple

premise of the original Paranormal Activity had dissolved
into such convoluted nonsense.
Although the filmmakers
claim that The Ghost Dimension will be the final film of
the series, I cannot help but
feel that we have not seen the
end of Paranormal Activity.
After all, Hollywood has told
us time and time again that

certain franchises will come
to an end only to see them be
extended for more financial
profit. Watching this stupid,
empty, lifeless excuse for a
movie only made me hope
that, this time, Hollywood is
telling us the truth and that
the Paranormal Activity franchise is officially over and
out.

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org

Are scary movies and
haunted house rides interchangeable? With four installments, the Paranormal
Activity series argues “yes.”
If you love paying $11 to be
on an 80-minute haunted
house ride, then step right
up to the new Paranormal Activity movie. Those who prefer smart, tense, well-crafted
and genuinely frightening
horror films need not oblige.
The original Paranormal
Activity made its theatrical
debut in 2009, though it had
been screened at film festivals since 2007. The movie
attained theatrical release after impressing Dreamworks
executives Adam Goodman,
Stacey Snider and Steven
Spielberg. This arguably led
to Dreamworks’ parent company, Paramount Pictures,
buying the movie rights and
distributing the film.
Paranormal Activity received critical praise and
made $193 million in terms
of total worldwide box office. Its box office success
was especially remarkable
given that the movie was
made on a micro-budget of
$15,000.
I really enjoyed the original Paranormal Activity, as it
was, at the time, a breath of
fresh air for horror movies in
general. Yes, The Blair Witch
Project did found footagehorror first, but Paranormal
Activity used the format to
put a unique and grounded
spin on the tired, haunted
house sub-genre.
The first and second sequels in the series were
entertaining enough, but
they could not capture the
uniqueness that made their
predecessor so successful.

Upcoming Entertainment
Events
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

11/16

11/17

11/18

Art Forum
Welcomes Caroline
Woolard

Wednesday at One
Recital: Student
Jazz Combos

Calcia Hall Room 135
2 p.m.

/

Faculty Exhibition
at the George Segal
Gallery
George Segal Gallery
5:30 p.m.

Chapin Hall (John
J. Cali School of
Music), Leshowitz
Recital Hall
1 p.m.

SCM Colloquium
Series Presents:
A Discussion with
SCM’s Newest
Faculty and Staff.

University Hall 1050
2:30 p.m.

Thursday

11/12

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

11/13

11/14

11/15

Sneak Peek:
Naumann,
Pride and Prejudice Béatrice
violin
(Performer’s
Alexander Kasser
Certificate Recital)
Theater Upper Lobby

Pride and Prejudice Pride and Prejudice
Alexander Kasser
Theater
2 & 7 p.m.

Alexander Kasser
Theater
2 p.m.

Pride and Prejudice

Joseph
Schnorrbusch, tenor
(Senior Recital)

Cynthia Morizzo,
soprano (Senior
Recital)

6 p.m.

Alexander Kasser
Theater
7:30 p.m.

PLAYERS:
Macbeth

Commuter Lounge
Student Center 126
7:30 p.m.

Chapin Hall (John J.
Cali School of Music),
Leshowitz Recital Hall
5 p.m.

Pride and Prejudice
Alexander Kasser
Theater
7:30 p.m.

Ian Howells, jazz
piano (Senior
Recital)

Chapin Hall (John J.
Cali School of Music),
Leshowitz Recital Hall
8 p.m.

PLAYERS:
Macbeth

Commuter Lounge
Student Center 126
7:30 p.m.

Chapin Hall (John J.
Cali School of Music),
Leshowitz Recital Hall
2 p.m.

Angel Baker,
soprano (Senior
Recital)

Chapin Hall (John J.
Cali School of Music),
Leshowitz Recital Hall
5 p.m.

Jessica Alcid,
soprano (Senior
Recital)

Chapin Hall (John J.
Cali School of Music),
Leshowitz Recital Hall
8 p.m.

PLAYERS:
Macbeth

Commuter Lounge
Student Center 126
7:30 p.m.

Chapin Hall (John
J. Cali School of
Music), Leshowitz
Recital Hall
2 p.m.

The Julius String
Quartet

Van Vleck House 21
Van Vleck Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
2 p.m.

Rob Lais, trumpet
(Senior Recital)
Chapin Hall (John
J. Cali School of
Music), Leshowitz
Recital Hall
5 p.m.

PLAYERS:
Macbeth

Commuter Lounge
Student Center 126
2 p.m.
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Men’s soccer’s championship dream shattered in penalty kicks

McKinley Devine-Carter
Staff Writer

Montclair lost to RutgersCamden in a thrilling and frenetic NJAC tournament final,
falling 5-4 on penalties after
regulation and ended 0-0 in
overtime.
The ball seemed destined
to stay out of the net, as both
teams combined for 45 total
shots, while standout freshman Mike Saalfrank had eight
saves. Meanwhile, two Camden
keepers combined for 14 saves.
The Scarlet Raptors of Camden
secured an automatic bid into
the NCAA men’s soccer tournament, while Montclair State secured a bid Sunday night.
The game seemed to be even,
with both teams employing different tactics to suit their players. Rutgers possessed the ball
high up the field and moved the
ball from side to side. The Scarlet Raptors’ patience and technique was both obvious and
impressive.
Montclair State looked to use
its pace and the wide expanses
of Pitser field to play on the
counter, looking to use FirstTeam All-NJAC striker Mike
Olla’s speed as an outlet. The
Red Hawks created a couple
half chances in the first half,
while the Scarlet Raptors waited until the final minute of the
first half to really test Saalfrank.
With the clock running down,
Camden midfielder Grant Tay-

Despite the loss in the Final, the Red Hawks are looking for a second chance.

lor drove from the middle of the
pitch and unleashed a knuckling shot from 25 yards out. The
shot stung the right post and
rolled to safety as time expired.
The second half featured end-toend action from both sides. The
substitute keeper for Rutgers,
Brett James, was outstanding,
particularly when he came out
early when Olla was through
on goal and jumped to smother
his attempted chip shot. Late in
regulation, both sides almost
scored within 40 seconds.
A Hendrickson cross fell to
Damian Bziukiewicz 16 yards

from goal on the right side when
he took a touch and fired a half
volley across the face of goal.
The ball struck the inside of the
post and bounced to a Scarlet
Raptors defender, whose clearance started a counterattack.
Star Rutgers striker Mike Ryan
found himself 15 yards from
goal in a central position and
his hard low strike was clawed
out of the bottom left corner in
specatucular fashion by Saalfrank.
Later, Ryan also struck the
frame of the goal with a bullet
header and was unlucky to not

Patrick Eskay|The Montclarion

have scored. The game ended
0-0 and both teams lined up for
penalties.
Centerback Joe Barrajos was
up first, but he saw his poor
penalty saved by James. Connor Ruff strode up confidently
and sent Saalfrank the wrong
way, putting Camden up 1-0.
Next, Rob Chernez converted
an excellent penalty for the Red
Hawks while Camden matched
them, moving the score to 2-1.
Both teams converted again
and, in the next round, Saalfrank made an excellent save on
Mike Ryan. Kyle Goodwin con-

verted an unorthodox penalty,
rifling the ball with the outside
of his boot past a diving James
and into the bottom left corner,
evening the score at 3-3.
Next, Aaron Muse of Camden drilled his penalty off the
left post. With a chance to win,
Olla rocketed his penalty over
the crossbar. Both teams converted again, evening the score
at 4-4. Feli Csombok hit his penalty confidently into the roof
of the net. Up stepped freshman Kevin Simek, who shot his
penalty left of center, but James
was there to stop it and seal the
championship for Camden.
A lot of credit is due to the
Red Hawks team, which is currently ranked sixth in the nation
and no. 1 in the region despite
missing All-American Lucas
Terci and centerback Michael
Czyrneck for the whole season.
Mike Olla and Mike Taranto
missed time as well.
The starting lineup included five freshman (Rafael Terci,
Kevin Simek, Matt Hendrickson, Mike Saalfrank and Rob
Chernez), all of whom performed incredibly. Coach Todd
Tumelty has shown impressive
foresight and trust in his young
players
Montclair kicks off Saturday night at 5 p.m. against Daniel Webster College in the first
round of the NCAA tournament at Montclair State Soccer
Park.

First and Second Rounds
NCAA Tournament

Nov. 14-15

Daniel Falkenheim
Assistant Sports Editor

After making it through a
period of uncertainty, it’s official: the Red Hawks have made
it into the NCAA Tournament
and will face Springfield College in the first round.
The team’s season was in
limbo after they lost in the first

Women’s Soccer Squeezes
Into NCAA Tournament
round of the NJAC conference
tournament. However, they
were ranked nationally for most
of the season and now enter the
NCAA tournament as the no. 8
seed.
Montclair State will go up
against Springfield College on
Nov. 14. The victor will face
the winner of the match-up
between Messiah College and

College of Staten Island in the
second round on Nov. 15. Messiah College, the top seed in the
bracket, will be hosting the first
two rounds at Shoemaker Field
in Grantham, Pa.
Last year, the Red Hawks
made it to the third round of
the tournament, but lost 2-0 to
Lynchburg College, the eventual tournament champion.

The women currently have
a 14-3-2 record and have won
four out of their final five games
of the season. Freshman goalkeeper Erinne Finlayson contributed eight of the team’s 12
shutouts and finished third in
shutouts in NJAC. Additionally, sophomore forward Tyler
Madison led the team with nine
goals and 18 points.

Photos courtesy of MSU Sports

Women’s Soccer
Messiah College

Patrick Eskay | The Montclarion

Men’s Soccer
MSU Soccer Park

Springfield won their conference tournament for the fourth
time in a row and earned an
at-large bid to the NCAA Tournament. The Pride needed penalty kicks to secure victory in
each of their conference games.
They have an 11-5-5 record and
ended their regular season on a
two-game winning streak.
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Melissa Tobie Continues Career as a
Red Hawk

Montclair State women’s basketball star returns to team as assistant coach
Sean McChesney
Contributing Writer

On March 21, former Montclair State University women’s
basketball player Melissa Tobie played her final game for
the Red Hawks in a 56-48 win
against Tufts University in the
2015 NCAA third place game in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Though Melissa Tobie’s playing career for Montclair State
has since come to an end, she
is not done just yet. With the
departure of former Assistant
Coach Brian Sansom, who left
for Fairleigh Dickson University in the spring, Tobie became
the new assistant coach for the
Red Hawks for the 2015-2016
season.
“I knew I was going to have
one more semester at Montclair
State and I still wanted to be involved with the program, so I
talked to Coach Harvey and she
was more than happy to have
me,” said Tobie.
Currently, Tobie is the all-time
leader in defensive rebounds
for Montclair State women’s
basketball with 714 in total. In
the past, she has been named
NJAC Player of the Year (2013,
2014 and 2015) and NJAC Rookie of the Year (2012).
“She is a once-in-a-generation
player and I have been around
her a long time,” said Mike
Scala, Director of Sports Information at Montclair State. “She
is by far the best women’s bas-

Melissa Tobie returns to the Red Hawks after a successful season.

ketball player I have ever seen. I
know about Carol Blazejowski,
[who played from 1974-1978]
and [is] obviously the standard.
[But], sometimes you go forward and somebody takes over
the mantle of being the next
great player. That is Melissa.”
While Tobie is excited to start
her coaching career, she is not
the only one. Her former teammates are also overjoyed for
their former teammate to take
on her new role with the Red
Hawks.

Senior guard Kayla Ceballos
played alongside Tobie for three
seasons and is very thrilled for
her to be coaching the team this
year. “I am very excited to be
coached by Melissa. Obviously
I wish she was still on the court
with us, [but] I am excited to
see what she brings to the table
as a coach and to see how she
goes about game situations as a
coach instead of a player,” Ceballos said.
Ceballos also said she does
not expect to be treated much

Thomas Formoso|The Montclarion

differently by Tobie than she
was before. “She will have more
to say on plays,” said Ceballos.
“I think she will be a great motivator, especially to the freshmen, but I don’t think she will
be that different because she
has always been a leader to us.”
Still, Tobie admits that the
transition from player to coach
will be different, but it is a challenge that she is ready to take
on. “I have always been one of
the leaders on the team,” said
Tobie. “It is a different type of

leadership now. It’s not lead by
example. It’s more [along the
lines] of ‘lead and instruct.’ It’s
a little different.”
Kate Tobie, a sophomore
guard and Melissa Tobie’s
younger sister, is very excited
for her to be coaching the team
as well. Kate Tobie said that she
expects Melissa Tobie to be just
as vocal, if not more, than she
was last year.
However, she expects her sister’s role to be different. “She really has a great understanding
for the game,” said Kate Tobie.
“She is very smart. She knew
what we needed and when and
I think that will carry over as a
coach.”
Kate Tobie also thinks her
sister will still be loved by the
returning players as well as be
well-respected by the freshman
players when they get to know
her. “I think everyone was really close with Melissa,” said Kate
Tobie. “She was always personable and had great relationships
with everyone, which led to our
success. I think she will be a
great coach.”
As excited as Melissa Tobie is
to be coaching the Red Hawks
this season, she admits that she
has bigger plans for the future.
“The plan is to eventually go
to graduate school and get my
Master’s,” said Melissa Tobie.
“That’s the next step if I don’t
decide to play.”

Red Hawks Look to Pick Up
Where They Left Off
Team aims for NJAC Championship after last year’s Final Four Appearance
Daniel Falkenheim
Assistant Sports Editor

Upcoming
Schedule
Nov. 15 - Ithaca
College
Nov. 16 - Vassar
College
Nov. 21 - The College
Of
New Jersey
Nov. 24 - Kean
University
Nov. 30 - Moravian
College
The Red Hawks will open up their season against Ithaca College on Nov. 15.

ers – Kate Tobie, Sire and Sage
Bennett – in addition to all but
two of their bench players. Melissa Tobie and Aquino averaged about 30 minutes a game
each last season, so there will be
room for other players to step
up in their absence.
The one area the team will
need to address is their halfcourt scoring. As previously
mentioned, Melissa Tobie and
Aquino accounted for nearly
half of the team’s points and
shot attempts. When Melissa
Tobie got into foul trouble last
season, particularly against
Stockton University and George
Fox University, the Red Hawks
struggled to find consistent offense. Granted, that was against
two top-level teams, but they
still have to prove that they can
score without Tobie and Aquino this season.

Coach Harvey remains optimistic. “I think that we are
going to be more balanced scoring-wise and I think we’ll actually be deeper at the guard spot
than we’ve been, which is going
to help us a little bit.”
Outside of their offense, they
should still be strong on the
defensive end. Cunningham
said, “We’re a lockdown defensive team. I think if we could
hold teams to right around 55
points and out-rebound them,
those two things are going to be
huge.”
They held teams to 51.2 points
per game and a low 33.9 percent
on field goal attempts last season. Using a variety of presses
was a signature of the team’s
defense last year and they were
able to force the opponent to
turn the ball over nearly 20
times per game. The Red Hawks

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

should be able to return to form
with most of their players coming back.
The season for Montclair
State will begin on Nov. 15 and
they’ll have the opportunity to
display a lot of what they’ve
worked on in the off-season.
The Red Hawks are ranked 12
in the country and should be
favored to win the conference,
but there isn’t the same amount
of pressure as there was in previous seasons.
“It’s refreshing to go into a
season where the expectation
isn’t that we go undefeated.
It’s refreshing to see a little bit
like ‘Let’s see what we can do,’”
Harvey said. “I think we’re going to catch some people. We’re
going to be better than people
think we’re going to be.”

New Additions

Kiarra
Dillard
Freshman

Tiarra
Dillard
Freshman

Faith
Ashby
Freshman

Domonique
Wirsing
Freshman

Emilia
Fernandes
Freshman

Photos courtesy of MSU Sports

Coming off of their first Final
Four appearance, the women’s
basketball team will look to recapture their success from last
season. The Red Hawks will
open their season with a home
game against Ithaca College on
Nov. 15.
The team enters the season as
the no. 12 ranked team in Division III, but much has changed
since last season. Former assistant coach Brian Sansom took
the same position at a Division
I school. The team lost Melissa
Tobie, a first Team All-American, and Janitza Aquino, who
both averaged nearly half of the
Red Hawks’ points last season.
Tobie has moved into the assistant coaching position that Sansom left vacant.
“Replacing Melissa and Janitza is not something you are going to do in one year,” Assistant
coach Courtney Cunningham
said. “Everyone has elevated
their game and stepped up because no one wants this to be a
rebuilding year. No one wants
to go to the Final Four in one
year and not be as great the next
year. They’re ready to step up.”
Despite losing their two key
players, the team gained invaluable experience during their Final Four run. Kate Tobie and
Katie Sire started all six NCAA
Tournament games as freshmen
and should be able to build on
that for this season.
Head coach Karin Harvey
commented on the importance
of their Final Four run: “We created a culture where we know
how to win. Our players understand the level at which they
have to compete at […] and
they understand how to win
games.”
The Red Hawks will be returning three of their start-
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The Person Off The Court
Senior Elise Brackett is making a statement in her final games

Whenever the Montclair State
volleyball team takes to the
court, whether it be for a game
or practice, there is always one
player trying to get better with
each serve and spike to assist
her team to victory. That player
is senior Exercise Science major
and defensive specialist Elise
Brackett.
According to Brackett, her
inspiration to continue to play
volleyball comes from wanting to win, among other things.
“It’s really just a drive to win,”
said Brackett. “I had a great
defensive coach in high school
and she really pushed me to be
a better player. Ever since then,
I just wanted to show that I can
play well.”
In 2013, Brackett appeared
in 29 matches, played in 74 sets
and recorded 38 digs for the
season. The most remarkable
moments in her sophomore
career came when she posted
10 assists and six digs in a win
over NYU-Poly in the Jay Street
Classic on Sept. 14 and had five
digs against St. Mary’s (IN) in
the Hunter Invitational on Oct.
25.
In her junior season, Brackett
played in 50 sets. She recorded
six digs against Albertus Magnus on Sept. 13 and served three
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Brackett has helped lead the volleyball team while at Montclair State.

aces in a 3-0 victory over New
Jersey City University on Oct.
28. Brackett also served three
aces and had three digs against
Ramapo College in the NJAC
Tournament First Round match
on Nov. 4.
Evident from her time with
the Red Hawks, Brackett also
expressed how proud she is
to represent the University on
not just an academic level, but
an athletic one as well. “It’s an
honor to wear the jersey every
single day and represent Montclair [State], especially for our

school and for our team,” said
Brackett. “Our team hasn’t been
recognized for anything. We
don’t even have shirts in the
bookstore, so we’re trying to
show that we are a great team.”
At this point in the 2015
season, Brackett has played in
18 matches. She has started in
eight of them, played in 59 sets
and maintained a hitting percentage of .500. Brackett has
also recorded .02 kills per set,
.04 assists per set and .34 aces
per set.
Overall, Brackett’s leadership

and performance have earned
her praise among both her
teammates and coaches alike.
“It’s been a lot of fun,” sophomore middle blocker Madison
Maute said. “She’s really positive and brings a lot to the team,
both on and off the court as a
player. We got to know each
other really well over the past
two years and I really enjoy
playing with her.”
“Elise came to us, playing
a position she didn’t play a lot
in high school and club [volleyball],” Head Coach Eddie

Stawinski said. “She’s been able
to adjust and adapt to changing
that position and I think she’s
learned and grown throughout
the process of the changing of
the program.”
“When we took over, the program wasn’t very successful,”
said Stowinski, “and I think the
last couple of years has been a
turn-around. She’s been one of
the ones who started with me
along the way. She’s grown into
a leader. She’s raised the standard of play in our gym [as well
as] the expectations of everybody who comes into and plays
in our gym and [for] our program. She’s done a great job just
adapting to the positions we’re
asking her to play and raising
our level of play.”
Based on her positive experience with the Red Hawks,
Brackett encourages any high
school atheletes who may be
thinking about playing in college to do so. “If you really enjoy the sport and you really love
playing it every day, even at a
rec level, it’s so worth it,” said
Brackett. “If you like it, continue playing, because there is always a chance to improve your
game.”

Volleyball Falls Short of NJAC Glory
The Montclair State volleyball
team earned its right to play in
the NJAC Championship for
the first time since 2009 with a
3-1 victory over Kean University in the NJAC Semifinals on
Nov. 5.
The Red Hawks were helped
by multiple key players, including juniors Courtney and Kimberly Matlock, in the match,
which ended at 25-15, 25-22, 2225 and 25-20.
In the final, Stockton University earned its eighth straight
New Jersey Athletic Conference
Championship with a 3-0 win
over Montclair State University.
Montclair State fell to the
Ospreys for the second time
this season, with the other
match having been on Sept. 15,
in which the Red Hawks lost
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Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

The Red Hawks are still searching for their third NJAC Championship.

3-1. Stockton was helped by
Stephanie Kovacs, who posted
a match-high of 14 kills, as the
NJAC Champions swept away
the competition 25-16, 25-18
and 25-10.

Courtney Matlock finished
the match with nine kills, while
her sister Kimberly Matlock
contributed 20 assists in the loss
to Stockton.
Overall, the Red Hawks fin-

ished the 2015 season with a
record of 18-14 and had a solid
6-2 record against their NJAC
opponents during the regular
season.
At home, the Red Hawks

finished 10-5 and struggled a
little bit more on the road with
a 6-4 record. In neutral venue
matches, Montclair State posted
a disappointing 2-5 record with
matches in the Hunter Invitational Tournament, Lebanon
Valley Quad and the New York
Regional Challenge.
While the Red Hawks will
benefit from only losing three
players next season, they will
nonetheless lose influential
players including Courtney
LePore, Elise Brackett and Lilliana Gonzalez.
Junior standouts Kimberly
and Courtney Matlock and
freshman standout Natalia Majkut, along with other important
players like Melissa Terpstra,
Nikki Senopoulos and Rebecca
Matasker, will be returning to
lead the Red Hawks in 2016.

Backup Goaltender Impresses in Loss
Kinkaid’s stellar performance not enough for Devils
Jayna Gugliucci
Managing Editor

The New Jersey Devils had
yet to post a win three games
into the season and, on Oct. 13,
the pressure was on against the
Nashville Predators. Currently
ranked first in the Central Division, the odds were in favor of
the Predators to open the scoring early on in the game and
clinch the victory in the end.
While the Devils remained a
lower seed in their conference,
the prospects for a lively game
did not seem likely. However,
with backup goaltender Keith
Kinkaid in the net, the Devils were able to maintain their
competitive edge against their
highly-ranked opponent.
Following the birth of his
son, starting goaltender Cory
Schneider was unable to attend

practice the morning leading up
to the game against the Predators. In his absence, Kinkaid
knew he would be the one to
take Schneider’s place on the ice
and thus serve as the last line of
defense standing between the
Predators and their chances of
victory that night.
Heading into the game, Head
Coach John Hynes was wellaware of the Predators’ thirdplace ranking in the Western
Conference and knew his team,
sitting 14th in the Eastern Conference, would already be at a
disadvantage. Kinkaid’s addition to the roster for the night’s
game only left room for further
speculation among members of
the press and fans regarding a
home-team victory.
“We take it how it is, you
know, [for] any team. We
take any team the same,” said

Kinkaid of their match-up
against the Predators. “It was
a good game to get up to for.
They’re a good team and I saw
a lot of bright spots for us tonight.”
Coming onto the ice as the
clear underdog, Kinkaid found
himself to be the center of attention as the Predators kept the
game mostly in his end. In the
second period, Kinkaid made
vital saves off two consecutive
shots from the Nashville centerman Cody Hodgson. Ultimately, the visiting team did not
relent for the remainder of the
game, scoring a total of three
goals for the night versus the
Devils’ one.
While one was scored on
Kinkaid, the other two were
scored on an empty net from
across the ice in the waning moments of the game. “It’s tough,

but we had a power play and
we wanted to give six-on-four a
shot,” said Kinkaid of his early
departure from the ice. “Obviously, if I’m on the ice, they’re
not going to score from the other end. At least I hope not.”
Though tonight was only
his second game of the season, Kinkaid left the ice with
16 saves, a .944 save percentage and 58 minutes played in
total against the Predators. “I
built off the last game I played
a few nights ago, worked on a
few things,” said Kinkaid. “You
know, obviously not too much
work for me tonight, but, when
there was, I had to stay sharp.”
Following the game, Hynes
spoke of both Kinkaid’s performance as well as his decision
to pull the goalie so soon in the
third period’s power play, leading to a certain win for the Pred-

ators. “I thought Keith was fine.
He played well. When we had
some breakdowns, he did his
job,” said Hynes. “I think every
situation’s different, but, in that
situation, we had an opportunity where we had possession.
We had a good opportunity.”
In the end, the backup goaltender was not only able to
showcase his talent but stand
out among the rest of his teammates in what looked like a fight
against the Predators, proving
to be relentless. “It’s fast out
there,” said Kinkaid. “We’re a
fast-attacking team. That’s what
we want to be. That’s what we
want our identity to be. It’s
good to see that everyone has a
lot of energy. It brings positive
vibes.”
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Red Hawk Roundup
Men’s
Basketball

Upcoming
Games

Nov. 13 Men’s Basketball
Montclair State vs.
Baruch College
7:30 p.m.
New York, N.Y.

Nov. 14 Cross Country:
NCAA Regional Meet
Time TBA
Castile, N.Y.
Nov. 14 NJAC Football:
Montclair State vs.
Kean University
1 p.m.
Sprague Field

Cross
Country

Nov. 15 Women’s Basketball:
Montclair State vs.
Ithaca College
2 p.m.
Panzer Athletic Center

The Red Hawks will
open their 2015-16 season in New York, N.Y.
and Chestertown, Md.
to face Baruch College
and Washington College, respectively. The
games will take place
on Nov. 13 and Nov. 17.

Upcoming
Games

Nov. 20-22 Swimming and Diving:
Franklin and
Marshall College
Invite
		
Time TBA
Lancaster, Pa.

Swimming
and
Diving

The Red Hawks concluded their return season in the Nick Russo
Halloween Classic in
Branch Brook Park on
Nov. 8. For complete
meet results, visit montclairathletics.com.

The men’s and women’s swimming and
diving teams secured
dual meet victories
over Drew University
at Panzer Athletic Pool
on Nov. 6.
Both teams will be
back in action on Nov.
20-22, when they will
participate in the Franklin and Marshall College Invite in Lancaster,
Pa.

Nov. 16 Women’s Basketball:
Montclair State vs.
Vassar College
6 p.m.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Nov. 21 Men’s Basketball
Montclair State vs.
TCNJ
1 p.m.
Panzer Athletic Center

Nov. 21 Women’s Basketball
Montclair State vs.
TCNJ
3 p.m.
Panzer Athletic Center

Nov. 24 Women’s Basketbal
Montclair State vs.
Kean University
6 p.m.
Panzer Athletic Center

Nov. 24 Men’s Basketball
Montclair State vs.
Kean University		
8 p.m.
Panzer Athletic Center

Nov. 17 Men’s Basketball:
Montclair State vs.
Washington College
7:30 p.m.
Chestertown, Md.

Award Winners

Bill Shimko - Football - NJAC Defensive Player of the Week
Eric Gargiulo, Jason Avedissian - Football - CoSIDA Academic All-District Division III Team
Courtney Matlock - Volleyball - All-NJAC First Team
Kimberly Matlock - Volleyball - All-NJAC Second Team
Madison Maute - Volleyball - All-NJAC Honorable Mention
Mike Olla - Men’s Soccer - NJAC Offensive Player of the Week
http://montclairathletics.com/common/controls/image_handler.aspx?image_path=/images/2015/4/13/GuillenAOW15.jpg&thumb_prefix=rp_aotw http://montclairathletics.com/common/controls/image_handler.aspx?image_path=/
images/2015/9/7/StrussAOW2015.jpg&thumb_prefix=rp_aotw

Who’s Hot This Week
Mike Olla
Men’s Soccer
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Olla secured NJAC Offensive Player
of the Week after tallying a hat trick
in the NJAC Semfinals against Rowan
University on Nov. 4.

Current Stats
Games Played: 12
Goals: 13
Shots on Goal: 28

0

Martina Landeka
Women’s Soccer

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Landeka landed NJAC Midfielder of
the Year and enters the First Round
of the NCAA Tournament with seven
goals and four assists.

Current Stats
Shots: 35
Games Played: 19
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Red Hawk Football
Completes The Upset
Alex Hand
Staff Writer

It was unusually warm for
November and it was a close
match as Montclair State University had just squeezed out
a win against Frostburg State
University, 33-27.
Senior running back Denzel
Nieves rushed for 151 yards and
two touchdowns while freshman Ryan Deleon kicked two
41-yard field goals. Coupled
with the stout performance of
the defense, Montclair State has
now moved on to a 4-5 record
overall.
Montclair State received the
opening kickoff and took it 58
yards before having to settle for
a Deleon field goal with 10:40
left in the first quarter. Two
possessions later, the FSU Bobcats took a Montclair State punt
47 yards and down to the Red
Hawk four-yard line. Bobcat
quarterback Connor Cox connected with Myles Burgess and,
after a failed field goal, surpassed Montclair State, 6-3.
The Red Hawks responded
with a Ryan-Davies-to-AaronWilliams 63-yard touchdown
bomb that threw the score
boards up to 10-6. FSU’s Isaac
Robinson was found for a 22yard score that cut the lead to
10-9.
However, after a gorgeous
John DiStefano return combined with a personal foul penalty, Montclair State began their
possession at the FSU 14-yard
line. Within the following two

The Red Hawks will finish their season against Kean University on Nov. 14.

plays, Nieves curved out to the
left side for another Montclair
State touchdown, putting their
lead up to 16-9.
The defense also prospered,
with linebacker Joshua Betts recovering a fumble and returning it to the Frostburg 30-yard
line. Deleon would once again
convert the field goal, placing
the score at 19-9 with 7:57 left in
the half. The Bobcats marched
down to the Montclair State
23-yard line, but were met by
defensive lineman Josh Brown,
who forced a fumble that was
recovered by defensive back

Rahmein Herron at the Montclair State 17-yard line.
DiStefano had rushed for
three-yard and six-yard plays
before popping off for a 74-yard
run down the right sideline
and into the end zone as the
Red Hawks bumped up their
lead to 26-9 with 1:38 left in the
first half. FSU countered with
a quick score and a two-point
conversion just before halftime,
leaving the score at 26-17 heading into the locker room.
With eight minutes left to go
in the third quarter, Frostburg
narrowed the scoring gap by
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hitting Robinson for a 20-yard
score. Later, the Bobcats drove
to the Montclair State one-yard
line and failed on a critical
fourth-down conversion thanks
to linebacker Nick Catalano.
Billy Shimko ended another
FSU drive in the fourth quarter with a pick at the Montclair
State 11-yard line. However,
Montclair State ended up returning it to Frostburg with a
fumble at their own 27-yard
line. Again, the Bobcats would
be forced to go for it on fourthdown and were denied by
freshman defensive lineman

Devin Terry. Montclair State
would regain possession with
8:45 left in the game.
The Red Hawks took that
turnover and turned it into a
nine-play, 82-yard march that
ate 5:48 minutes off the clock.
Nieves compiled for half the
yards, but thanks to receptions
by Joe Shultz on a 3rd-and-7
and Julanee Prince on a 3rdand-14, the drive would continue. Nieves would finish the
drive with a 25-yard run that
would cap off the score at 33-27
with 3:02 left in the game.
Through acts of perseverance, the Bobcats would not be
denied with that much time left
on the clock. With just 1:10 left
in the game, FSU had a fresh set
of downs at the Montclair State
45-yard line. However, after
Frostburg used their timeouts,
Herron inevitably intercepted
Cox and sunk the dagger in for
a Montclair State victory.
DiStefano finished the game
with 99 yards over eight carries
while MSU put up 223 rushing yards all together. Davies
was 10-for-17 for 158 yards,
with Prince hauling in three for
50 yards. Michael Klimek and
Shimko would lead the defense
with 12 tackles each while Michael Tenpenny added 11 and
Michael Stradford added eight.
Catalano tallied four tackles,
three of which registered as
TFLs.
The Red Hawks will close
their 2015 season with a home
game against Kean University,
Saturday, Nov. 14, at 1 p.m.

Davies will play in his last game against Kean University on Nov. 14.
Daniel Collins
Contributing Writer

Inside Sports

While most students tend to
go home on weekends or simply relax, Red Hawks senior
quarterback Ryan Davies is getting ready to dominate on the
football field, always making
sure each day of hard work at
practice counts.
Currently in his third year
with the Red Hawks, Davies is
a senior Business major with a
concentration in Marketing and
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Ryan Davies’ Grand Finale

is also the starting quarterback
for the Montclair State football
team.
When asked why he continues to play, Davies credits
several factors. “I think it’s just
the general love for the game,”
said Davies. “Also, my dad is a
football coach. Growing up, I
went to his games and he was
my coach in high school, so I’m
always talking to him. It’s kind
of like a family thing [and] my
brother plays, too. It’s been in
my blood, basically, so [that] is

p. 18 - Men’s Soccer Recap

a big part of [why I continue to
play.]”
Davies said that one of the
best memories of his football
career was winning the NJAC
Championship last year, tying
with Rowan University and
Morrisville State College for the
conference title.
Davies also mentioned how
grateful he feels whenever he
puts on his Red Hawks jersey.
“It’s a great experience,” he
said. “You have to kind of feel
thankful and lucky you get to it
[because] not a lot of guys get to
do it, especially as a senior. You
can look back and appreciate it
more because I only have a few
games left. It means a lot. I’ve
really cherished the last season
and last few games.”
On Oct. 4, at The College of
New Jersey, Davies completed
22 of 38 passes, collected 177
passing yards and completed
two touchdown passes. However, his best game of the season
came on Oct. 26 against Morrisville State when Davies recorded a season-high of 224 yards
and two touchdown passes.
“Ryan is a dedicated student
and athlete,” Holly Gera, Athletic Director at Montclair State,
said. “He works hard both on
and off the field. He has received numerous all academic
awards for his excellence in the

classroom. He is also a student
of the game, always wanting
to improve his skills and learn
more. As a quarterback, he is
in a leadership position and
is called upon to perform well
under pressure. Ryan handles
himself with pride and sportsmanship and is a great representative of our athletic department and our university.”
His leadership and performance throughout each season with the Red Hawks has
earned him praise among his
teammates as well. “It’s been
pretty cool because we came
in at the same time and we
played our first game together
our sophomore year,” said senior co-captain Denzel Nieves.
“On defense and on offense,
we see every guy grow. We’re
the leaders of the team. He’s a
three-year starter [and] I’m a
two-year starter. It’s been cool
playing with him.”
In the 2014 season, Davies
finished sixth in the NJAC total offense with 142.7 yards per
game, ranking fourth in passing
yards with 1,333 total yards and
148.1 yards per game.
“As a head coach, I see the
development with [Davies]
mentally and physically,” said
Rick Giancola. “Mentally, he
has been able to absorb our system. He’s like another coach
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for us, he has everything down
that we expect him to know. We
give him that leeway to make
checks on the field so that, if we
call a play [and] the opponents
line up in a situation where that
play cannot be very good, he’s
smart enough to know.”
“We’ve coached him to know
this − what those alternative
checks will be − to get us from
a bad play to a good play. If
need be, he could almost call
the whole game on the field,”
Giancola said.
Reflecting on his past career,
Davies offers words of advice
to prospective high school students who are contemplating
the idea of playing football in
college. “If they really like football, I say give it a shot,” he said.
“I know a lot of kids who played
in high school that didn’t play
in college and most of them regret it. If you get to college and
you don’t like it for whatever
reason, you can always stop.
But, I think you should definitely give it a chance because
it’s a very good experience and
makes [your overall] college experience much better.”
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